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SUNKARY 

The principal result! of this contract are the following; 

1. The vertical accelerometers were used to nake a six month (January to 

July, 1971) data collection run which Is bcin? uaed to determine detec- 

tion thresholds and asimuthal denendences. This rur ^as made at a sur- 

face site at Camp Elliott, San Diego. 

2. The horizontal accelerometers were completed and placed in operation and 

data gathered simultaneously with the vertical accelerometers for several 

months at a surface site at Canp Elliott, San Diego. 

3. Both a vertical and horizontal were used in a mine test at 5300 and 6700 

feet. The results shov;ed that the major improvement came in the horizon- 

tal data which shewed no diurnal effect as is seen in the surface data. 

The absolute values of the horizontal mine data taken at 5300 feet both 

for day and night in the seismic band (45 second period and shorter) 

were as good as the quiet night surface values at San Diego. There was 

not much difference in the vertical data taken at depth and at the sur- 

face. 
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Introduction 

The Final report on ARPA Contract !GPP/Ar/r-UM620-71-C-012d || divided 

ibto four lections. The first two will deal primarily with data taken at 

the Star Mine at Wallace, Idaho ar.d at Camp Elliott, San Diego, California. 

The last two sections deal primarily with instrumental improvements in the 

vertical acceleromcter and a first description of the horizontal accelero- 

meter. These last two sections have been submitted for publication. 

Section I. Operation of Vertical and Horizontal Acceleromettrs 

at C^eat Pepth. 

Section II. Teleseismic Signals Between and Below the Microseism 

Peaks., Bartholomew, B., Block, B. and Dratler, J., Jr. 

Section III.  Improvements in the Wide Band Vertical Quartz 

Accelerometer.  Block, B. and Dratler, J., Jr. 

Section IV. A Wide Band Horizontal Accelerometer with Preliminary 

Earth Normal Mode and Seismic Investigations. Dratler, J., Jr., 

and Block, B.  (In press, Geophys. Jour. Roy. Astro. Soc.) 
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Sect lor I. Operation of vertical and horizontal accelerometers at 

great depth. 

Data was obtained in the Star Mine, Wallace, Idaho at depths of 5300 and 

6700 feet for both vertical and horizontal broad band quartz torsional accele- 

rometers. The experimental set-up will be described for the station at 5300 

feet as it was typical. 

The Star Mine is a zinc, lead and silver producing mine. The matrix rock 

is quartzite. The location of the seismic observatory was chosen to be as 

far as possible from the active excavation sites (unfortunately only a few 

hundred feet) and to be located in a tunnel which was not used in the mine 

ventilation system. The tunnel was closed off by means of metal doors at 

either end'. At 5300 feet the temperature in the tunnel was 95° F with 100% 

humidity present.  The tunnel showed relatively little rock damage compared 

to other possible sites investigated but every day in the 1000 feet from the 

shaft elevator to the instruments several small rockfalls were found. This 

mine has a history of rock bursts.  In some location:, the rock damage was so 

extensive that the walls had caved in two feet in a height of 10 feet even 

when held back by steel sheets and rock pins. The acceleration sensors were 

housed in a timber shack built in a bedbug. The shack was covered with bur- 

lap backed by polyethylene film. Mo temperature control was applied in the 

shack. The shack was used merely to keep drafts off the instrument and to 

protect against rockfalls. 
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A pier was installed by chipping away the shattered base rock and using 

a thin layer of grout to lay a granite slab. A 100 feet of cable was installed 

to another bedbug where a similar shack was built f house the electronics and 

data logging equipment. This shack was cooled by an air conditioner and a de- 

humidifier operated continuously. This cooling and dehumidiiication was found 

necessary to keep the electronics and the data logger operating. A few words 

about the data logging system are in order. This is a twenty channel, 9 track 

800 BPI system made by Monitor Laboratories, San Diego. The system operated 

successfully except for a power supply failure probably induced by the shack 

cooling sys*em failing. Continued operation occurred after the mechanically 

traumatic move into the mine site at 6700 and 5300 feet. The tape deck stayed 

within specifications at all times and the digital electronics operated success- 

fully. Loss of components occurred in the accelerometer electronics when the 

shack cooling and dehumidifying system failed. As soon as these systems were 

re-established giving a temperature of 80° F and a humidity level somewhat 

less than 100° the electronics problems ceased. 

Both digital and analog records were taken over several weekends in the 

tidal, earth normal mode and seismic filter channels These channels are de- 

scribed in detail in Section III and IV. The sampling rate was once a second 

with a digitizer dynamic range of 10 in each filter channeJ . 

Data in this mine can be taken only over the weekend from Saturday morning 

to Sunday night because the mine is on continuous three-shift operation through- 

out the remainder of the week. The data for the 5300 foot station will be dis- 

cussed below. The data from the 6700 foot station was much noisier than that 
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obtained at 5300 feet. This is attributed to the massive rock damage and con- 

sequent motion at this depth in the mine. The walls were literally caving in 

at 6700 feet. This field operation could not have been carried out without the 

complete cooperation of personnel at the Star Mine site and the management of 

the Hecla Mining Company. 

Figure 1 shows typical horizontal data obtained from the 5300 foot level 

of the Star Mine taken on a weekend. The seismic filter response functions of 

both a horizontal and vertical accelerometer are found in Sections (II-IV). 

For comparison, typical data taken at a surface site at Camp Elliott, San Diego 

are also given in Fig. 1. In essence, what Fig. 1 shows is that the vertical 

absolute noise at both sites is about the same through this seismic filter. 

The horizontal noise at Camp Elliott varies significantly from day to nigh;. 

The daytime noise level is almost always being much larger than the night- 

time noise level. However, the horizontal noise at the 5300 foot level does 

not show this diurnal change but remains appreciably constant throughout a 

weekend. The absolute nois^ level at 5300 is about the same size as an 

average day at Camp Elliott. But what happens at seismic frequencies (i.e., 

defined as a high pass filter with 6 db point at 45 seconds) is seen to be 

that the seismic horizontal noise level at 5300 feet is always about the 

amplitude of the best nighttime seismic horizontal noise level at Camp Elliott. 

For the daytime data, the 5300 foot horizontal noise level is considerably 

smaller than the daytime Camp Elliott data.  (See Fig. 1 Caption) Two typical 

earthquakes taken at 5300 feet are shown in Fig. 2 for the vertical accelero- 

meter along with their high pass filtered data. Infomation on these earth- 

quakes is contained in the caption of Fig. 2. This data was hand digitized 
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from analog records when the data logger was down. It can be done to some 

extent but one experience convinces the author that this way of preceding 

is hard, costly and loses much dynamic range. 
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Figure 1 Caption 

Data from the horizontal Instrument showing day end night variations 
at the Camp Elliott Station (ground level) and the absence of such 
variations at Wallace, Idaho (5300 feet below the surface). The data 
are also shown after being convoluted with a hi pass filter that cuts 
a' 45 sec. 

a) Raw data fror. Wallace: S.T. 13:29:10 local time. 

b) Ras data from Elliott: S T, 12:04:08 Local tine. 

c) Filtered data from Wallace: S.T. 13:29:10 local time. 

d) Filtered data from Elliot: S.T. 12:04:03 local time. 

e) Filtered data from Elliott: S.T. 00:04:08 local time. 

f) Filtered data from Wallace: S.T. 01:29:10 local time. 

g) Raw data from Elliott: S.T. 00:04:08 local time, 
h) Raw data from Wallace: S.T. 01:29:10 local time. 
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Figure 2 Capt.on 

Two earthquakes seen through the vertical seismic filter 
recorded on a strlpchart at the 5300 foot level of the star 
mine are shown in A and C. The result of hand digitizing 
SL-r^J* sutsoqucnt high pass digital filtering (6 db 
point at 45 seconds) is seen in B. and 0. 

Event Location Origin Tino (GMT) Magnitude (MB) Distance 

North Atlan- 
tic Ridge 

5.?°$, 153.0E 
New Ireland 

17.05 
9/4/71 

04:35:35 
9/5/71 

in 
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Section II. 

TELESEISMIC DETECTION BETWEEN AND BELOW THE HICROSEISM PEAKS   j 
Teleselsnic signals and background noise will be examined in 

the frequency band .02 - .1 Hz (10-50 seconds) extending from the noise 

valley near 25 seconds to the roise minimum or crevice between the micro- 

seism peaks. Power sprctra and digital band pass filtering of the back- 

ground noise and two small events will be given by way of illustration. 

The data from the broad band sensor (the Block-Moore quartz fibre 

12 3 
accelerometer, * ' Camp Elliott, San Diego) are passed through an active 

seismic prefilter (the total transfer function of the system is shown in 

Fig. 1) and digitally recorded on magnetic tape, yielding a dynamic range 

it 
of 10 with the seismic prefilter bandwidth. Other means of recording the 

data can cause a severe degradation of either dynamic range, band width, or 

both, leading to impaired detection capability. For instance, analogue 

recording (e.g. photographic) of seismic data using a notch filter to reduce 

the visual contribution of the large 5 second microseisms can degrade the 

dynamic range by a factor of 100 from this recording method alone. The 

effect of the wings of the notch filter in lowering the signal level below 

the recorder threshold will further degrade the data. The usefulness of 

the data between the microseism peaks, where both explosions and earthquakes 

possess high signal levels, is thus severely limited. Subsequent digitizing 

of such data cannot recover this loss in dynamic range and bandwidth. 

The event in Figs. 2 and 3 was recorded simultaneously by a vertical 

and .horizontal instrument in the surface vault at Camp Elliott. The d.^ta 

shown in Figs. 2 and 3, seen through the response function of Fig. 1, are 
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from an event near Oaxaca, Mexico (N 15.1°, W 96.3°) of magnitude 

Mb = U.? on June 6, 1971 02:10:26.9 GMT at a depth of 33 km. The angular 

distance A fron the sensor was 25.9°. The a^gle a between the great 

circle path connecting the epicenter with Camp Elliott and the axis of 

maximum sensitivity of the horizontal instrument was 83°. 
o 

In these figures the raw dafi, denoted by A, can be compared 

with the narrow band passed signals at 10 seconds (.05 Hz filter width), 

15, 20, and 30 seconds (.01 Hz filter width), denoted by B, C, D, and E 

respectively. The power spectra of the event (dotted line) and background 

noise (solid line), computed from 20 minute intervals during and just be- 

fore the earthquake, are shown In Figs. 4, 5. On this day, the 18 second 

microseism peak for vertical acceleration is low and the noise level in 

the crevice approaches the level of the noise valley between 20 - 50 se- 

conds, presuming the least count noise of the digitizer is below the 

background level, a condition easily met with modern digitizers. The 

horizontal data (on Fig. 5) show a similar maximum in the.signal to 

noise ratio near 15 seconds, but the signal degrades rapidly until there 

is no discernable signal at 30 seconds. 

The noise crevice may vary in amplitude by a factor of 3 above 

the level shown in Fig. U, although for a majority of the time it is 

clearly discernable, and the be;t place to take narrow band data. 

The raw data from the vertical accelerometer for a second 

small earthquake near Oaxaca, Mexico (N 15.2°, I 9*4.6°) of magnitude 

12 
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Mb = 5.2 on February 20, 1971 12:25:01.7 GMT appears in Fig. 6. The 

earthquake was 71 kn. deep, the angular distance to the sensor A r 27.0<» 

and a = 80°. The power spectra for this event (Fig. 7 ) show that the 

crevice noise level is about 7 db above the crevice level in the previous 

example, but the signal to noise ratio between 12 - 15 seconds is still 

good. 

The advantages of digital collection and processing of data 

compared ft« the irreversible losses inherent in analogue collection of 

data, even with subsequent digitization, can make the difference between 

detecting and missing an event. 

- 13 - 
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Figure 1. Tie power spectra of the response functions for the vertical 

and horizontal accelerometers through the active seismic prefliter. The 

response functions in (Volts/Micron)2 are plotted in db (<> db = KVolt/Micron) 

as a function of the period in seconds. The microns refer to microns of 

ground motion. 

Figure 2. Data from the vertical instrument for the event on June 6, 197i. 

The r^w digitized output from the accelcrometer and active seismic pre- 

filter is denoted by A. The narrow band filtered outputs at 10, 15, 20, 

and 30 seconds are denoted by B, C, D, and E respectively. The filter 

width is .05 Hz at 10 seconds and .01 Hz at 15, 20, and 30 seconds. The 

st.rt time for al) series is 02:l«i:W9 CKT June 6, 1971. 

Figure 3. Data from the horizontal Instrument for the event on June $. 1971. 

The raw digitized output from th« accelerooeter and active seismic pre- 

filter is denoted by A. The narrow band filtered outputs at 10. 1$, 20, 

and 30 seconds are denoted by B, C, D, and E respectively. The filter 

width Is .05 Kz at 10 seconds and .01 Hz at 15, 20, and 30 seconds. The 

start tin« for all series is 02:I««:n9 CMT June 6, 1971. 

Figure •♦. power spectra of the raw vertical data from Fig. 2 for the 

earthquake on June 6, 1971. The vertical seal« Is in db (o db « 1 ■l:ron?/Hz: 

The microns refer to «icrons of ground motion. The dotted line WJS cos.-.uted 

from a 20 minute interval during the earthquake, and the tolld line is fro« 

a 20 «sinute interval just before the «vent. 

- II - 
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Figure 5. Power spectra of the raw horizontal data from Tig. 3 for the 

2 
earthquake on June 6, 1971, The vertical scale is in db (o dL = 1 micron /Hz) 

The microns refer v-) microns of ground motion. The dotted line was computed 

from a 20 minute interval during the earthquake, and the solid line is fro« 

a 20 minute interval just before the «.- ent. 

Figure 6. Output from the vertical accelcroneter on February 20, 1971 

aKtftkttnj*    +KA    AUAI**     rkAAB*    f\m*****        llj««#{^*#s * r\A     »Kä     «Aj«frtj%n    #%#    n#\l«A     ttmmA    ♦/% showing the event near Oaxcca, Mexico, and the section of noise used to 

calculate the background noise power spectrum. 

Figure 7. Power spectra for the raw vertical data from Figure 6 for tb« 

earthquake on February 20, 1971. The vertical scale is in db (o db • 

1 micron'/hz). Thc dotted line was computed fr-<n a 30 minute interval dur- 

ing the earthquake, and thc solid lino la from a 30 minute Interval just 

before the «vent. 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE WIDE BAND VERTICAL TORSION 

ACCELEROMETER 

Significant improvements have been made in the wide band 

vertical torsion accelerometer since the original dt.ign and 

1 2 
operation were reported upon. ' 

In this paper, these improvements are outlined and some 

typical data taken with the modified instrument are shown. 

Instrumental Improvements 

The vertical accelerometer is composed of a horizontally 

stretched fiber in torsion which supports a mass on a moment arm 

against gravity. The mass in the shape of a flat plate forms 

the center element in a balanced parallel plate capacitance 

position sensor. The position sensor uses a phase sensitive 

detector. The mechanical Q of the instrument is high so as 

to lower the Brownian noise in the bandwidth of interest, since 

the mass used (approximately 10 grams) is small. 

The instrument is small (8 inches OD) and comes with its 

own pressure and temperature controlled environment. It is 

suitable for borehole use. 

Several modifications were made in the capacitance position 

sensor to improve the signal-to-noise ratio directly. The capa- 

citor plate area (Fig. 1) was increased from 9.5cm to 19.5cm 

and the spacing from the position detector mass plate to either 

capacitor plate was decreased from 1.5mm to 0.5mm. These changes 

result in an overall increase in signal level of 6.1 without change 

in any noise level. The free period has been lengthened to a 
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typical value of 0.8 second from tha previous value of about 0.6 

second. This was made possible by increasing the fiber pulling 

speed which allows a more unifoni diameter fiber to be pulled 

from the matrix rod while keeping the ovarmll length constant. 

In the new models, the drive voltage has been reduced fron U0 

volts peak to peak at the capacitor plates to 15 volts peak to peak. 

This reduction in drive voltage diminishes the non-linear destabilizing 

force by a factor of 7. The increase in plate area and the decrease 

in plate separation together increase the dest.J)iiizing force by about 

a factor of 18. The net increase in destabilizing force is then a 

factor of 2.5, which has not been found troublesome. The net increase 

la signal level from the above sources is a factor of 2.3. 

The capacity-to-ground CDG of the position detector plate 

(Fig. 2, Dl and Fig. 3) was reduced by modifying the center plate 

clamping assembly (Fig. 2, D4) with an insulating quartz flat 

(Fig. 2, D2) upon which the detector plate is clamped. A 1 mill 

tungsten wire is used as the signal lead directly from the detec- 

tor plate. Another 1 mill tungsten wire is used to ground the 

remainder of the center plate clamping assembly. The capacity 

CDG ^n the new vers^on of the instrument would have been large 

coinpared to that in the published version   because of the intro- 

duction of eddy current damping ears (Fig. 2, D3). The use of 

these damping ears in controlling the Q's of unwanted modes is 

discussed below.  As a general practice, the reduction of €-_ from 
DG 

whatever source is advisable as C  acts as a voltage divider to 

reduce the signal level at the preamplifier.  To this end, the 

27 



?im«r (PAR Nod«l 112) i» built so that it« input ITT 2s ■ountad 

directly onto th. «^l-throufh in th« out«r v«cu«« can of th« instriMnt. 

Th« prot«rtiv« di^ j «t th« input ITT ar« ra^v^i to raduc« C 
DC 

Hodificationa suggaatad by tha aanufacturar »tar. Mda to tha aiaar of th« 

phas« aanaitiv« datactor (PAR Hodal 120)  to raduc« it« nola« l,v«l. 

Tor daapln« cartain aodas of tha M«a-toraion fibar sy«t«a( it 

was found that tha damping «ars (rig. 2, D3) war« rwcaaarv  Th« 

^«11 magnata (rig. i) pi^vida a flald uhich is jwrpa-idlcular to th. 

Plan« of th. dating «ars. This configuration da^,. out th. tuiating ^d. whos. 

dxis is along th. an» which supports th« nass and also tha tranalational 

K>ci«s which ar« ^.rp.ndicular to th. naas ara axis. Th. 0'* 

t th. oth.r isod.a ara danpad by tha nagnatk aoun?.! with oppo- 

■lt. pol.a facing on th. two d.tactor plat.s u, ^^ 

timt  the Q's of the nodes ar. dat.min^ by the ««enetfc ff.ld« 

PNMM and not by th« r«.idual at«>sph«r« in th« inner high 

vacuin. can. Th« Q of th« fund^nsntal nod. was «ari.d fro« 70 

to 200 in various »odais. No .ff.ct. in th. .arth normal mod*  or 

seismic channal, dascribsd b.low MM MM coding from in.truaant «od. .xclta- 

uon and nonlinear coupling to th. fundamental wher. the asibl^rt 

acceleration field was produced by nearby jmt9  at Kirar..r "av«; Ai: 

.'tation and could «van hm  f.lt causing ground vibration. 

All stainless steel parts in th. c.nt.r clanp asaa^lf wer« 

replaced by beryllium copper parts. This was to ensure that no 

effect would come from local chanping magnetic fields cr iragretic 

storms.  The mass was made of OFHC copper. A magnetic fifld wl*h 

'dn 



« 60 Mcood period hiring an «apiitud« of 10J gam« at th« accal- 

•roMt^r product no viaibla effact on tba aaiaalc cbannal «ihich 

haa tha highaat gain at tha 60 aacood pariod of any output channel. 

Tha laprovaaants In tha ta*paratura control syatan involve 

both tha passiv« and activa parts of tha systan. Tha accalaro- 

■atar (Flg. S) Is housed in a hard vacuusi (<10~7BMHg) stainlaas steal 

can aaaled with a gold 0-ring. This In turn in housed in an 

alualnua vacuua can (<lwHg) sealed nith a rubber 0-ring. This 

outer vacuusi car la hung fro« a rigid themaJ insulating structure 

•ada fro« fiber glaaa (Fig. S). An outer aluainua surface.called 

the control surface,and open on the top supports the .*iber glaa^ 

structure. This control surface has th« heater winding and seitsi.i» 

thermistor (Figs. 5 end 6) on its outer surface. The convrcl »sjr 

face along with the fiber glass structure fonts in additional thermal 

filter from the outside world. The control surface sits upon 

legs made of thin wall stainless steel tubing for thermal iso- 

lation from the tilting platform. The control surface is nested 

inside a container and all spaces are filled with polvstyrerr 

balls.  In practice, the tilting platform is covered with InauU- 

tion. 
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An «Itarnat« h««t path to  that through th« n«st«d s«ri«» of 

thorMl filter« d«scrib«d *bov« is through th« «leciric«! c«bl«« 

to th« •cc«l«ra«Mt«r «nd t«ap«r«tur« ««naor. 

In ord«r to ■•xiHis« th« «ffectiv« th«r««l r«si«t«nc« of 

th«»« c«bl«s, l«n(th« of th«« «r« coiUd inaid« th« th«rMl 

«ncloaur« b«for« th«y «Mrgc into th« outs id« world. In «dditlon, 

lightwsight c«bl«s «r« used to connect th« Mchanic«! syst«« to 

th« «xt«rn«l «l«ctronics. Th« coaxial cables ar« t«flon-inaulat«d 

PG187/U, while th« oth«r conductors ar« (»art of a 30AWG ribbon 

cabl«. Aft«r «merging fro« th« thermal «nc.'osur«. these cables 

ar« connected to heaviar standard cables (RG2/U and ISAWG multi- 

conductor), »#hich connect the deployable unit to the electronics 

pat.el. 

With the thermal insulation constructed aa outlined abo^e, 

the time constant for heat transfer between the outside world and 

the fiber is several hours. The thermal filtering drastically 

reduces the effects of external temperature fluctuations with 

periods of a few minutes or less. However, the high DC gain of 

the tesperature controll«r «limlnatas th« low fr«qu«ncy temperatur*. 

variations. 
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TtM fadback taaparatur« contollar is a proportional control 

systa« with afttranaly high DC gain. A thamiator naasuraa tha taaparatura 

at a point on tha control aurfaca (Tig. S). Tha taaparatura sar.sor bridga 

and preanplif iar coepara tha thamiitor raaistanca to that of a standard. 

An arror signal is producad proportional to thair diffaranca. 

This arror signal is sant to tha fadbactr powar aaplifiar 

«hoaa output dataralnes tha currant in tha raaiativa haatar 

wound around tha control aurfaca. Tha arror signal changas tha 

heater currant to bring tha control surface taa^eratura back to 

the null point. Since the null point, which la determined by 

the resistance of the standard in tha tensor, axcaads rooa 

te«peraturek there is always current in tha heater winding. This 

i 

wean cunent conpensatea for thermal leakage through the inr • la- 

tion. riuctuations in the heater current nainCain tha tempera- 

ture at tha thansistor fixed within * a 10**^ par 100 aac 

and h x lO'^C par day. Thaaa limits are obtained bv «aaumlnir 

the output in tha seismic filter rmd the drift in the tidal cban« 

nel are caused ly temperature fluctuations alone. 

All models of these instruments have extremely low drift. 

Tha first one was operate continuously for a year and has s^wt. 1« . 

than lO~0g drift during this tims. A conservativ« upper bound to 

-10 
tfa drift rate is thus 10   g/day. 

In practice, the active temperature controller and the passl"* 

thTiwl Insulation Interact considerably. Hot only does thf In- 

.sul.ition dctemlnc the ncan heater currant needed to maintain a 

given temperature, but It alao affects the stability of the tamper i- 

turc controller. Tar  small fluctuations In th*» hratcr currt it,tj.^ in- 

.ul*»;on helpo to control the heat less from tha control aurf» e »i ' • u 
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ll«ltt th. thr-l Ug b«rv..n ttw hMt«F «M ttorrd,^.    Thl. 

tUm.1 U« i, prl^rily r.tpoi»lbU for difflcultl«« In btabl!l 

«lug r*c«lcltrMt control .y,to^.    A. In th. CM« of th« dosign 

of th« in.uX.-ion it..lf. c.lcuUtlon. of th. .t^ilUing .ff^ts 

•r. -«d« prohlbltl^ly difficult by th. f.ct th.t th. f^rmmtmn 

.r. distribute.    Such i«prov.«,nt. T, mmt quickly oad. by tri^ 

«>d error. 

** tMp.r4tur. controll.r CM Incn.M. th. n^d for th«m.l 

io.uUtlon by provldinf M^II th.«a Jfluct^tlon. of it. o*n^ 

Th. th.m.1 in»ul.tIon b<tt*—n th. control tirfac. and th. out.r 

.luainut. CM for.«t.ll. this problM.    Boing . lon-lin.«r .y.tM« 

th. th.rMl controllw it sub].ct to Mrgin.l  Inst^lllti... 

ü.u.lly. th... .r^ « p.th.,. hUh frmqyt0nei9M ^ ^ coatrolUr 

loop g.m i. I«,.   In th. pr.Mnc. of gtpoft|i „„i     , |M w^ 

tur. drift, ho^v«.. th. controllor MtiM cycl.. .t th. 

hith.r III!    I    || fr.,u.oci...    To n^uc th. .ff.ct of th... 

lo.-l.v.l th.nMl McllUtlon*. th* cental .urf.c. I. pUc«d 

on th. out.id. of th« soft v.cuu. CM .nd is its.lf in.ul.t.d 

fro. dlrsct .«.n-l t^rttur. VMi.tion..    Th. h..t cp^ity 

of th. control .urf.c. 1. .ignific.ntly iowr th.n th.t of th. 

•oft vMuu« CM. thus ^king th« t^^turs controll«« ^.I.r 

to st^ili...    Th. pr.s.nt isol.t.d cental .urfM. U op.n .t th. 

top.    At lo. fr.qu.nci... th.m.1 ^r^iMt. CM MIM b.t^.n 

th. control surfM. .nd th. .oft VMUU« CM.    Hon^lly. this  Is 

unlmportMt. M long ., th. i,ol.t.d control surfe, i, not u.«d 

fur .ccur.t. ob..rv.tion. of «Mth tid...    Thi. pntol c. U 

«li«ln.te by ^ing th. I.oUt«J control Curf.c« r«pi,t«iy 

clo.^ «^pt for thor^lly insul.t.d .l^rtricl   fed «Mg. 
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Th« op«n loop g«in of the tvaptrtttur» -ontrel systM 

•*trmm* hlfh bolon 10"* Ht Md U1U 20 db/d«c *Luv. thU frt- 

qu«icy.    Thi. «ctiv« d«vic proirld« food wguUtl«« «M th« 

PM.I^ IwuUtlon i. ln«ff,ctiv«.    Com^r.«^, th« in,uU*ioo 

•tt.nuMM t«^r.tur« fluctuation, «t higher frtqu«^i0. wh«r« 

th. lo« loop gain roduco« the offoctl^no.. of th« t«^«r«tur« 

controilor.    A ph«. Iwd co«pon«ator i, „.^ to ,tÄb|1. 

IM th. .yf. If „.«d.d.     A s.ri., of tots of th# tÄip€ratur# con. 

trollor with varying thormal tl». con.tant. bot^oon th« control h.#t.r' 

and th? outar alunini» can «how that fro« approxiaataly 5 cph to th« 

saiaaic band, no appraciabla noi«. co^t fro« th« controllar. 

On» po..ibla wurca of th«r^liy Induc«d noi.« »ithin 

th« ««chanical Inatnmnt It.«lf 1, ohalc hoatlng in th« c«nt«r 

trtnaducar pUt« and auxiliary da-ping paddla. du« to th« «ddy 

cumnt. «hich provio. th« dating.    If um*ant«d aod«. ar« 

variably «Kcit«d. thi. h«ating could concaivably caua- fluctua- 

tlons in th. fib^r t«^«ratur«.     A worat caaa analy.U of thi. 

mm proc^d. a. folio«..    Suppoa. that on. of th. unuantad Mut 

of vibration in th« vertical accalaro^tar i. continually axcitad 

by .it. noi.. to an a^litud« corr..pondlng to full .cal« op«n 

loop output.    Th«n th« «n«rgy in th« aod. is approxia.t«ly 

f  ^-2V (1) 

-hT« ■ i. th. .cc«l.ro*t.r m.,., «o.f i. th. angular fr«qu«n- 

V of th« aod«. and 6f%  i. th. full .cal. di.pUc«*nt of th« -«. 

If 0 i. th. quality factor for th. »od.. th« .«ount of 

-n.rgy di..ip.t.d p«r cycl« I. ^ by d.finition of Q. Thua. the 

power let to heating can b. wrltt.n a» 

r, 



p » Hl* . 1" * _L..J T1 • r • ^r 4f. (2) 

with th« help of equation (1). 

Frequencies «nd Q't for typical unwanted «odes in the 

vertical acceleroowter have been eatisated aa follows: 

f ■ «»OHr, Q • 30 (3) 

The paraaeters ■ and 6   are roughly ICg and SKI^'^CB« 

respectively. Hence, the rate of heat production in the daaping 

plates due to continuous excitation of an unwanted »ode is 

-5 -12 
P ' 6x10 erg/sec ■ 1.5x10 * cal/aec (*) 

Since the power (equation 2) depends on the cube of the mod«: 

frequency w, the heating due to continual excitation of the 

fundanuntal node would be considerably less than this. 

Now the heat capacity of the entire naas asseably is 

roughly that of the copper mass itself, or about C  ■ 2cal/0C. 

If all the energy dissipated in damping is assumed to heat this 

assembly, then the rate of change of its temperatur« is 

8 « P/Ch • 10'
12oC/sec (5) 

This rate is just large enough to cause a barely perceptible 

temperature change of 10 0C in one day of continuous excitation 

of an unwanted mode. Moreover, heating due to damping of the 
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fuixUMRt«! mod* is auch slotMr.    Obviously, th« «ffsct of hssting 

in th« daaping ssssabliss is asgligibl« ss far as th« sccslsroastsr 

output is concsmod. 

• c 
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rUfring and Recording of ggtg 

Th« quart« fib«r «cc«l«raMt«rs in th« op«n loop systM h«v« 

broadband raspons« fro« DC to tha rasonanca frequency of about 1 Hz. 

With thla bandwidth, siaultanaous inv.stigationa of aarth tidas. fis»a 

o.ciliatIoiia of tha aarth, and Ion« pariod talasais». can ba carried out 

TId.1 data it aora aaaily anaiyiad whan aarthquaka« ara re-oved fro« It. 

Talasaiaalc racord. can ba obtained at a higher gain whan tha tidal signals 

ara raaovad. Earth nomal aodc studies€ara conveniently studied through * 

band pass gainful filter. The raw output of tha accalerometar is thus 

■odlflad by three active analog filters called prefilters. which respond 

preferentially to tides, fraa oacillatlona. and t.laseiaas. The resultant 

total response functions ara plotted along the sccele^meter response for tha 

cpen loop system in Figure 6. 

Each of the three prefilters is an electronic circuit which uses 

fedback operational aaplifiars to set its raspcnce and the full scale 

output of ♦ 10V. The tidal prefliter liaply attenuates high frequency 

-dgnalvi, while the normal t^->de end se.saic prefilters both have gainful 

renponse «t certdin frequencies. 

The tidal prefilter is a double-pole lowpass filter with a cutoff 

frequency of 5.75 cph (slow) or 57.5 cph (fast). For tidal investigations, 

the lower cutoff frequency is used. Since the highest tidal frequency of 

usual interest is that of tha triumal tide, or 0.125 cph, the slow cutoff 

frequency gives the tidal prefilter nearly unity gain and zero pha^e shift 

over th* entire tidal band. 

The response near DC is used for calibration of the instrument. 

The tidal prefilter is used during calibration to observe DC levels whtla 

averaging out fluctuations due to aicroseismlc grtunl noise. To avoid long 

«aitinÄ periods, the time constant is sat to fast for such work. 

:: 
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Normal node oscillations of the earth are bast investl^atad using a gainful 

bandpass filter.  Its passband is variable, with a lower knee frequency of 

1 cph and an upper knee frequency of 30, 60, 120 or 180 cph. The gain in 

the passband is uodb above the DC level. On the high side of the passband, 

the response falls 40 db/dec. On the low side, it falls WOdb/dec to 0.1 cph 

and is constant at lower frequencies. An input attenuator sets the DC level, 

tfhen the attenuation is zero, the gain at DC is unity. 

Th« norMl Bode prefilter is usually run 

with no input attenuation and the upper knee frequency set at 

30 cph. This configuration provides sufficient gain and bandpass 

for studies of the lower frequency normal modes. Increasing the 

upper knee frequency Includes more of the normal node band in the 

gainful region. At the highest setting, long period seismic signals 

•re Included in the bandpass. This setting allows all seismic 

signals with periods greater than 20 sec to be observed with nea'-'., 

the same gall,. Unfortunately, largt, Raylelgh waves and ground noise 

tend to saturate the prefilter electronics when its bandwidth is 

this large. This is the reason the input attenuator is provided. 

It allows a comprooise between gain and bandwidth to be made. The 

nature of this coopromisr depends on the size of events to be 

observed and the level of ground noise at the instmment site. 

The normal mode prefilter attenuates the t ..dal signals whic.s aiiowr, 

•nor« gain to be used in the bandpa&s.  Peak-to-peak tidal accelera- 

U 
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tions can be as high as 3xl0~7g, whlla normal modes and seismic 

waves typically produce accelerations of order 10~*g. Tidal signals 

at the lock-In amplifier output are thus near IV peak-to-peak. If 

amplified significantly, these signals saturate the prefliter. 

Phase shifts due to the changing gain of the prefilter near tidal 

frequencies distort the tidal signals. This precludes 

use of the normal Diode prefilter output for tidal studies or tidal 

calibration. 

The seismic prefilter is a peaked bandpass filter. Its peak 

is fixed at 100 second periods, while its half power joints are at 

60 and 200 second periods. At high fraquencies, its response falls 

as u'7 , or lUOdb/dec, while at low frequencies its response dies 

as w2 . or «♦Odb/dec. The peak gain is set by the input attemator, 

which has six positions, and can be varied from 60 to 5830. Normally, 

the attenuator is set for a peak gain of 621. 

The high peak gain and the rather narrow bandwidth of the 

seismic prefilter are quite useful in observing long period tele- 

-10 
seisms. They permit measurement of seismic signals as low as 10  g 

in amplitude. The sharp rollcff of the response at high frequencies 

reduces interference due to microseismic signals,    while the 

rolloff at low frequencies eliminates the tides. The seismic pre- 

filter is used primarily for detection of distant teleseismic events. 

The accelerometers have flat responses to acceleration 

over the bandpasses of the prefliters. Thus, the shape of the 

composite response at the output of each prefilter is determined 

by the response of the prefilter itself. The 
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gain level is detemined by the DC gain of the accelerometer. The 

exact form of the response to acceleration at each prefilter output 

is calculated by multiplying the prefilter response function by the 

appropriate accelerometer response. 

The output of each prefilter is recorded digitally on magnetic 

tape with a resolution of +1638H digitizer counts per +10 volts. 

In the cases of the normal mole and seismic prefliters, the outputs 

with +10V full scale, are used for digitizing. The typical sampling 

interval is 1 second, giving a digitizer Nyquist frequency of 1/2 Hz. 

Part of the function of the prefilters is to provide large attenuation 

above the Nyquist frequency to eliminate aliasing of energy in the 

digitizing process. As Figure 5 shows, the response of each prefilter 

at the Nyquist frequency is down at least 80 db from its peik response. 

Such attenuation is sufficient to eliminate aliasing for all practical 

purposes. 

iu 
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Noise 

Measurements of the full electronic systen, noise will be presented 

below and compared with calculated Brownian motion noise and measured 

ambient site noise. This will be done for the normal mode and seismic 

prefilter channels. The calculated Brownian noise of the mass-torsion 

fiber system, with appropriate measured gain factors and measured pre- 

filter response functions is contained in Table I as an equivalent output 

voltage. The electronics is assumed to produce no noise in these calculations, 

The full electronic system noise is measured with the instrument 

in thermal control and with the synchronous detector drive voltage set 

to zero. The measured values are contained in Table II for the normal mode 

prefilter and the seismic prefilter out  :s. Comparison of the values in 

Tables I and II show that the noise in the normal mode prefilter output from 

both sources is avout equal and the electronic noise is lower than .he 

Brownian noise iu  the seismic prefilter output. 

A typical ambient output in the seismic filter is shown in Fig. 7 

for both day and night.  It should be noted that there is little difference 

in these levels. The peak to peak output voltage is about 500 mv which is 

considerably larger than the combined Brownian and electronic noise levels. 

The microseisms7are visible in both traces of Fie    7 ac >,- v, ^ 
amplitude g' 7 aS hlgh f™qnency  hash. 

The largest/wiggles are at about 100 seconds, the period at which the 

seismic prefilter response is peaked. Recent studies8^'^have shown that the 

effect, of propagation of pressure cells in the atmosphere become important 

at periods greater than 60 seconds. These wiggles are probably due to 
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local ground motion induced by these pressure cells. The presence of 

this noise just below the seismic band (20 - 50 second periods) makes the 

use of digital filtering^an important technique to improve the signal to 

noise ratio for teleseismic events. The ambient noise in the normal mode 

prefilter with the upper knee frequency of 30 cph and no input attenuator was 

between 50 and 100 mv peak to peak. A comparison of Tables I and II show 

that the ambient noise is larger than the combined electronic and Brownian 

noise. 

The improvement in noise performance of the present instrument 

compared to the first model of the vertical accelerometer is between 6 to 

10 db in the normal mode (1-30 cph) prefilter band. The decrease in noise 

(or the seismic prefilter band is about a factor of three in amplitude. 
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Data 

The modified instrument described above has been in operation 

since February 1971.  During this time a continuous digitally recorded 

run was made at Camp Elliott, San Diego from February to July inclusive 

to obtain data from a sizable number of earthquakes. This data was taken 

with the prefilters described in the section Filtering and Recording of Data. 

A complete catalogue of the events detected is in progress by T. Whorf at ICPP. 

Selected examples of earthquakes as seen through the normal node 

prefilter and seismic prefilter are given below.  Fig. 8 shows the normal 

mode prefilter record of an earthquake (^ = 6.3) in the Southern Shetland 

Islands (63.50S, 61.2°VO on February 8. 1971, origin time 21:0«4 GMT at a 

depth of 33 km.  The ambient noise through the prefilter before the earth- 

quake is also seen in Fig. 8.  The power spectrum of this earthquake from 

15 hours of data is plotted in Fig. 9 where zero db corresponds to ixlo"2'4g2/chp, 

The mean of the ambient noise power spectrum is also plotted on Fig. 9. 

The ambient noise and its mean are shown displaced downward from ther true 

values by 10 db on Fig, 9 so as not to be confused with the earthquake power 

spectrum.  The ambient noise power spectrum is derived from the sai.e Uugt. 

of record used in the earthquake power spectrum and is processed by the same 

program.  In this case, data from the 15 hours precerdir.g the barthcuJk« 

was used. 

The time record of this earthquake (Fig. 8) shows  several passes 

of the Rayleigh waves and commensurately the power spectrum shows clearly 

defined normal mode excitation with a 20 db or larger signal to noise ratio 

above G cph.  Unfortunately this fine record was interrupted b/ the 
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San Fernando «arthquak« (Mb » 6.2) on fabruary 9, 1971, origin tin« m:01 GMT. 

Figs. 10 and 11 show tha normal mod« praflltar racord of this avant. Sinca 

the accalaroaatar was assantially at tha apicantar.Instruftantal saturation 

occurred at the primary event and for tha larger aftershocks. There are 

two main features to be noted in Figs. 10 and 11. Being at the epicenter 

means that both Rayleigh wave packets arrive simultaneously and the lonp 

wave length, high velocity Rayleign waves11 can be seen with minimal inter- 

ference from the Rayleigh wave packets. The aftershocks seen in Figs. 10 

and 11 should, by their form and magnitude, yield information on the moment 

of the event and Its source structure. An investigation of the aftershocks 

will be made for this purpose. The tidal prefliter shows less saturation 

than the earth mode prefliter because of its lower #aln. The tidal pre- 

fliter can provide better information on the aftershocks for this reason. 

Ho ne* DC displacement in the tidal channt-l was observed larger than 3xlo'10g 

or an equivalent vertical motion of 1 am relative to the center of mass of 

the earth. This estimate Is an upp^r bound only owing to difficulties in 

matching the endpoints of the tidal signal because of saturation problems. 

Fig. 12 shows an earthquake (Mb » 6.0) in Adak (S1.««0N, 177.2°«) 

on  May /, 1971 origin time 06:08 GlfT at a depth of «»3 km. The power spectrum 

of this earthquake from 18 hours of data Is plotted in Fig U. The ambient 

noise and its mean are plotted as in Fig. 9. The amble it noise is obtained 

from the previous 18 hours of normal mode prefilter data. The power cpectnm 

of this earthquake Is quite different from that of the Shetland Island ev«r.t. 

The underlying reasons for the general features of these power spec-ra is *• 

not clearly understood although computation of excitation spectra from earth 
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12 
quak« aodmls  is now possibl«. A «p^ctru» »l«il«r to thot« shorn in rig». 9 

and 11 is obtained soMwhat »or« than one« « month on an «v«rags. 

S«i««lc prafilt«r data is contained in Tig«. 13 and 1«» wh«r« « 

typic«x s«rics of SMII t«l«sf>isaic «v«nts takan ovar s«w«r«l days ara 

sho»m. Tabl« II contains id«ntification« and partinant data on tha «v«nts. 

Ev«nt 17 has b««n pr«viously publishod and is omitttd. Tha salisnt f«atur« 

of this data is th« low aabiant nois« 1«»«1 through th« ssisaic prefiltar 

and th« consaquont low aagnitud« threshold for visual d«t«ction i>f «vwnts. 

The visual rt«taction threshold can b« graatly iaprov«d by digital high pass 

or band pass flltaring. Th« ««isaic pr«filt«r data shown is typical In 

its nois« parfonMnc« for tl.« «ntir« body of data takan fro« fabruary to 

July. 

A paper on the horizontal analogue of this vertical acceleroaeter 

design with preliainary data is in progress. 
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TABLE I 

flMtMtiMa «t Pi^fllt«r «M« tM tm 

ri4al 
Pr«filt«r 

FAST sum 
T »IOSäC 

ggtiggl Acc>l«ro—ter 

-9 

(volts)' 

VRMS 

3.63x10 

  Ulmic 
with Ho Zapwt Attenuation Froflltor 

Ujpw Kno« rr«qu«f>cy «Ith P««k 
  Gain «t 

Tt«100«*c 30 cph 

J.saiao"10    i.tsnae"5 

.019 ».1 

621 

l.tSxlO • J 

TABLE  I! 

NOHMI Nod« Pr«fllt«r 
with no input attenuation 

Upper Knee frequency 

30 cph 

RMS 

(irv) 

5.0 

Seismic hrefilter 
with peek gain at 621 

18.0 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Ass«ably of the ■«•■-torsion fiber system with the drive capacitor 

plates in place. 

Figure 2 Exploded view of the fiber center ciamp assenbly with mass. 

Figure 3 Assembled fiber center clamp assembly with mas«. 

Figure *   Assembled mass-torsion fiber system with assembly of mode damping 

magnets. The pitted surface of the aluminum frame comes from 

chemical cleaning. 

Figure S Thermal insulation system for the vertical accelerometer. Note 

the temperature controller heater windings on control surface. 

rigure 6 Composite responses to ecceleration of open loop instrument and 

three prefilters, with response at position sensor output shown 

for comparison. All response magnindes are plotted relative to 

open loop DC gain of accelerometer which is 6.2WxlO volts/g. 

Figure 7 Daytime and nighttime vertical noise in seismic band at Elliott 

Station. Records are computer plots of digitized output of 

seismic prefilter for cpen loop vertical accelerometer. Input 

attenuator of prefilter is set at a gain of 621. Scales apply 

to both traces. Calibration in terms of ground acceleration can 

be made using Figure 7 with DC gain taken as 6.2««xl0 volts/g. 
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Figur« 8  Cooputar piot of normal mod« pr«fllt«r data for Southern 

Shetland Island earthquaka (»^ « 6.3). V.rtical scala corrasponds 

only to signals in 1-30 cph band-pass, not to tidaa. Tha 

apicantar was (63.S0S. 61.2®«). origin tiaa 21:01 OTT, Fabruary 8, 

1971 at a dtpth of 33 km. 

Figur« 9  Spactra of tha Southsrn Shatland Island aarthquak« (Fig. 8) 

fro« 2 to 30 cph. Absoluts spactrsl dsnsity of 0 db point is 

-21 2 
1x10  g /cph. Earth normal mod« spsctrum is d«riv«d from 15 

hours of data shown in Fig. 8. Ambiant spsctrum is <J«riv«d fro« 

15 hours of data juat pravious to th« «arthquak«. Th« running 

»aan of ambiant spactrum is avaraga ovar 1 cph. Tha ambiant 

spactru« and running maan ara displacad downward by 10 db in 

Fig. 9. Approximate laval of Brownian noisa at input of accal«ro- 

metar it indicated by h«avy line. S«l«ct«d modal lines are 

idsntifled frc-s theoretical calculations of aigenfrequencies. 

Figure 10 Computer piot of normal mode prefliter data for the San Fernando 

earthquake («<b * 6.2). Vertical scale corresponds only to signals 

in 1-30 cph bandpass, not to tides. The origin time was Mttl v^IT, 

February 9, 1971, and the epicenter was (31.1ÖH, 118.«»0W) at a 

depth of 13 km. 

11 Continuation of Figure 10. 
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Figur« 12 Coaputar plot of normal mod*  praflltor data for th« Adak 

aarthquaka (1^ « 6.0). Vartical scale corratponds only to 

signala In 1-30 cph bandpass, not to tldas. Tha aplcantar was 

(SI.UOK, 177.2°«), origin tisia 06:08, Nay 2, 1971 at a dapth 

of *3 km. 

Tigura 13 Spactra of tha Adak aarthquaka (rig. 12) from 2 to 30 cph. 

Earth normal mode spectrum is derived from 18 hours of data ahown 

in Fig. 12. Tha ambient spectrum is derived from 18 hours of 

data just previous to the earthquake. See caption for Fig. 9 

for explanation of ambient and mean spectra. 

Figure 1«» Computer plot of seiumic prafiltar data for a series of sirall 

teleseiscic events. (See Table II for pertinent data.) Event 

17 has been published (see text). 

Pigure 15 Sea caption Figure M 
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ABSTRACT 

A wide band horizontal accelerometer using a quartz torsional 

pivot and capacitative position sensing with phase-sensitive detection is 

described.  Devices for magnetic damping of unwanted modes of vibration 

and internal stabilization of temperature and pressure are discussed in 

detail. The accelerometer is small enough in size and weight to allow 

deployment in bore holes.  Data from the earth normal mode band and the 

seismic band are shown. Although horizontal noise due to surface tilting 

is high for periods greater than 50 seconds, noise in the seismic band can 

be reduced by as much as an order of magnitude by digital high pass filter- 

ing. The resulting horizontal signal-to-noise ratio for teleseismic events 

is comparable to that for the vertical signals. 
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1. The Pendulum 

Due to the presence of gravity, sensitive vertical accelero- 
< 

meters are in general harder to make than their« horizontal counter- 

parts.  In vertical instruments, some spring device must precisely 

cancel the acceleration of gravity.  Since the residual after 

cancellation must be below the desired level of measurement, strin- 

gent stability requirements «re imposed on the spring device.  Any 

changes in the spring force which opposes gravity appear as spurious out- 

put.  Fortunately, this problem does not occur in horizontcil measure- 

ments. Nearly all horizontal accelerometers are variants of two 

basic devices:  the pendulum and the "swinging gate," Stability 

problems do occur in these systems, as the pivots or supports must 

work smoothly and consistently over long time periods.  However, the 

problem here is not one of stability under stress. 

Many different suspension systems have been used In hori- 

zontal accelerometers. Among them are knife edges, cruos-spring 

pivots, and magnetic supports. H ,16,17 At th(? infirjitesimal Jevels 

of motion and force involved in geophysical work, most of these 

devices have instabilities. They often pop or creak, and pivots 

made of metal tend to drift. The present design takos advantage 

of the excellent stability of a quartz fiber suspension developed 

for use in a vertical accelcrometer.6  The fiber suspension 

is made from a fused quartz rod 0.19 inches in diamrter with ground 
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clamping flats at its center and ends. Two active sections, more 

than ten times smaller in diameter and each about 2.5 cm long, are 

drawn between the center and end sections. This design eliminates 

instabilities in the clamps, a common source of trouble .in fiber 

suspensions, by providing large flats for positive contact. 

At the filer's center, a pendulum assembly is suspended. 

The pendulum is preferred to the "swinging gate" design, as the 

latter has a fundamental asymmetry with respect to gravity. The 

mass of the pendulun. is a flat plate which aids in the magnetic 

damping of unwanted modes of vibration.  It is sufficiently large, 

and the fiber is sufficiently weak, so that gravitational restoring 

forces predominate. Thus the fiber serves only as a stable 

loss-free pivot, and the free period of the device is its pendulum 

period. Motion of tta pendulum is detected by means of a 

three-plate capacitative position sensor, whose center plate is 

attached to the pendulum assembly. The pendulum length is ?5 cm. 

During construction, the fiber is rotated so that it is free of 

torsion when the pendulum hangs vertically. However, the fiber is 

kept under tension by means of an elinvar parallel-motion spring. 

The position sensor and the mechanisms for tensioning and rotatinß 

the fiber are the same as those in the vertical accelerometer.6 

Figure 1 shows th. fiber suspension and pendulum assembly. 

To avoid direct magnetic forces on the moving parts. aJJ 

materials used in the pendulum assembly are free from magnetic 

contamination.  Where strength is necessary, beryllium copper is 
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FIGURE 1 

Photograph of fiber suspension and pendulum assembly for horizontal 

accelerometer.  Fiber center section and active sections are visible 

in center of frame. Large detector plate serves as center element 

of three plate capacitative position sensor.  Small plates attached 

a fiber clamp are auxiliary damping paddles, which serve to reduce 

excitation of unwanted vibrations. One of lower auxiliary damping 

magnets is visible below paddle. Plate at right, in conjunction with 

elinvar parallel motion spring, maintains tension in fiber, which 

is set with large bolt at right. Slip rings under fiber end clamps 

allow rotation of fiber during assembly.  Frame housing assembly 

mates wit1, similar frame supporting outer plates of position sensor 

{of.   Figure 2). Tripod is not part of instrument. 

FIGURE 2 

Position Sensor Assembly.  Note the damping magnets on the capacitor 

plates and plink stoppers in the arc of the magnets. Plates shown are 

from prototype vertical accelerometer. Those actually used for 

horizontal are twice as wide. 
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used. Otherwise, nearly pure (1100 series) aluminum or OFHC 

copper is used. Even the tiny 0-80 screws in the assembly are 

non-magnetic, being fashioned from beryllium copper. 

Figure  3  . shows an exploded drawing of the pendulun; 

assembly. Beryllium copper clamps B6 and 39 mate with the ground 

flats on fiber center section B7. Pendulum mass B12, of OFHC 

copper, is supported by beryllium copper rod Bll. which It  con- 

tracted in the drawing. Aluminum detector plate Bl. part of the 

position sensor, is attached to clamp B6 by means of quartz insu- 

lator B5 and beryllium copper clamping bars B2-B4. The purpose 

of aluminum auxiliary damping paddles B8 and BIO and pendulum 

damping magnets B13 and B1U is to aid in reducing excitation of 

unwanted modes. 

In the fundamental mode of vibration, the pendulum 

executes small rotational oscillations about the fiber axis. For 

a small rotation 9 away from the vertical, the restoring torque 

due to gravity has the form 

Tg = -mLmg sine - -ml^ge (1-1) 

where m is the mass of the entire pendulum assembly, including 

the support and clamps, and Lm is the distance of its center of 

mass from the fiber axis. This restoring torque corresponds to 

an effective gravitational torsion constant ml^g.  If the fiber 

has a torsion constant K and the pendulum assembly has a moment 

of inertia I about the fiber axis, the equation of undamped 



FIGURE 

Exploded diagram of pendulum assembly for horizontal acceleroraeter. 

Fiber center section B7 is held by fiber clamps B6 and B9 , and 

pendulum mass B12 is supported by rod Bll. Detector plate Bl is 

is electrically insulated from rest of assembly by quartz insulator 

B5. Permanent magnets B13 and B1U damp unwanted vibrations by 

inducing eddy currents in pendulum mass B12. They are supported 

by sleeve (not shown} surrounding rod Bll. Plates B8 and BIO are 

auxiliary damping paddles. Auxiliary damping magnets are not 

shovm. 
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motion is 

IB   =  T  - KB I 
or      16   =  -(mLmg -f K)e (1.2) 

2 
or  6  +we   =0 

where   w
2  =     "^ni8 + K o 

Equation (l.l) has been used for the gravitational restoring 

torque. Thus for small amplitude 9 the fundamental mode is an 

harmonic oscillation with a free period 

Tfl  =  2*   =   2v 0 
«4 0 ■ mL g + K (1.3) 

The mechanical parameters of the instruments have the 

following approximate values 

m = 35 g 

Lm = 15 cm (1.4) 

I = 1.36 x lO^g-cm2 

With these parameters, the effective torsion constant of 

gravity is mL g = 5.1 x 105 dyne-cm 
m —•'—r—• rad 

c 7 

In the vertical instrument,"the fiber, which is torsionally stressed 
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to support the weight of the mass, has a torsion constant of 

7.5x10  y ■ j— . The torsion constant of th? unstressed fiber 

in the horizontal must be even less. Thus, th*- 'iber in the 

horizontal supplies at most 1.5% of the restoring torsion. As 

stated above, the horizontal accelerometer acts like a simple 

pendulum.  Its free period is given by equation (1.3), with Y 

being ignored as a small quantity.  Substitution of the parameters 

fl.«0 yields TQ  = 1.0 sec. The measured natural period is 

T0 = 0.910 sec (1.5) 

11 
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2. Unwanted Modes of Vibration 

The ideal mechanical system for an accelerometer is one 

with strictly a single degree of freedom. Unfortunately, this 

ideal cannot be physically realized, as every real system is 

three-dimensional and so has more than one mode of vibration. 

Residual non-linearities transfer energy from the unwanted modes 

to the fundamental mode. This coupling can be a major source of 

noise when the unwanted modes are highly excited.6 

The fiber suspension has two advantages over other elastic 

supports in this respect. It has a high degree of symmetry, and 

it has an extra var'able, the fiber tension, with which to control 

the unwanted modes. In the limit of infinite tension, the un- 

wanted modes are absent and the fiber can only rotate. As shown 

by equations (1.2) ,  the undamped frequency of the f'.nciamental 

mode is independent of the fiber tension. All of the unwanted 

modes, however, have frequencies which increase as the fiber ten- 

sion is raised. The fiber tension is adjusted so that the 

frequencies of the unwanted modes are separated from that of the 

fundamental and placed in regions of low seismic noise. This 

protects the fundamental mode from non-linear coupling. Additional 

protection is provided by magnetic damping assemblies which affect 

the unwanted modes preferentially. 

Besides the fundamental mode, the fiber-pendulum system 

has four significant normal modes of oscillation, two translational 

modes and two twisting modes. The translational modes involve 

12 
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horizontal end vertical motion of the fiber center perpendicular 

to the fiber axis, while the twisting modes involve rotation of 

the pendulum assembly. In one twisting mode the assembly rotates 

about its vertical axis of symmetry. In the other, it rotates 

about a horizontal axis perpendicular to the fiber. Together with 

the fundamental, the four modes comprise the three principal 

rotations and two of the principal translation? of the system. 

Translation along the fiber axis is precluded by the supporting 

structure. 

Crude estimates of the frequencies of the unwanted modes 

can be made from simple physical reasoning. For this purpose the 

pendulum assembly is characterized by its total mass m and its moments 

of inertia I and I„ about the two twist axes. It rests on the 

fiber center section of length Ä » which is supported by the two 

active sections of length £ under tenöion T. Figure  u  illur - 

trates the type of motion involved in each mode. 

The two translational modes are functionally identical. 

As the center section of the fiber translates a small amount x, 

the active fiber sections make angles 6 = x/£ with their relaxed 

directions. The active sections are assumed to remain straight 

and unchanged in length, and their stiffness is neglected.  Under 

these assumptions, the restoring force is provided by the component 

of the tension in the direction of the translation. Since there 

are two active fiber sections, the restoring force is 

13 
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FIGURE "+ 

Schematic illustration of unwanted modes of vibration of pendulum 

assembly in horizontal accelerometer.  Active fiber sections of 

length * are assumed neither to stretch nor to flex.  Fiber 

center section has length lQ.    Entire  pendulum assembly has mass 

m    and moments of inertia 1^ ^ about two twist axes 

(a) Vertical translation mode. 

(b) Horizontal translation mode. 

(c) First twisting mode.  Rotation is about vertical 

axis of symmetry of pendulum assembly. 

(d) Second twisting mode.  Rotation is about horizon- 

tal axis perpendicular to fiber (out of paper in 

drawing). 
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side view 

(c) 

top view 
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F  =   -2T sine   =  -218 = - 2Tx    (  2.1) 
t 

The equation of notion for the translations is 

nut =  F  =  -27^ ( 2.2) 

or    x  ♦ Wt
2x = 0     where 

2    2T 
t    at 

Thus the translational modes h.ive a common frequency 

L = -t  =i    nr 
\7.2) 

As promised, this frequency increases with the tension in the 

fiber, although only as its square root. 

The two twisting modes are nearly alike, tr.^ir only 

difference being in the moments of inertia. As the 

pendulum assembly twists through a small anf.le 6 , the two active 

fiber sections make angles e' with their original directions. 

Again their lengths are assumed to remain unchanged and their 

stiffness and bending is ignored.  From the geometry shown in 

Figure  H , the following relation between the two small angles 

6 and 0' is obtained: 

16 
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ei, 
r e'i (2.U) 

A restoring couple is provided by the tension in the two active 

sections, which make angles ete» with respect to the center 

section. For small e and e», the restoring torque is 

2T ■f-       sin (6* 6') 

« -Tt (et e') 
o (2.5) 

o (   ?l 

In the last expression, equation  (2.*0   has been used to elimi- 

nate e». Thus the equation of motion for a twisting mode Is 

I 6 •- T 
r 

-T£r f1 ' It)' (2.6) 

or  6 f u 6 x o i where w ' 
r r ^ha) 

Here 1^ denotes the moment of inertia appropriate for the parti- 

cular mode. The frequency of oscillation is 

f  = 
r 

2it 
1 

2w I    f 
o 

21 
(2.7) 
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Like the frequency of the translational modes, it increases as the 

square root of T. 

Typically, the parameters of the pendulum-fiber system have 

the following values: 

ms358 i=2.5cm 

T x 1x10 dynos t0= 7  cm 

From equation (2.3)  the frequency of the translational modes 

la estimated as 2«« Hz. The frequency of each twisting mode depends 

on the moment of inertia involved. About the vertical axis of 

symmetry, the moment is ^ - 35g-cm2, so the frequency i- roughly 

110 Hz, according to equation (2 7).   The moment of inertia 

about the horizontal axis perpendicular to the fiber at its center 

is I2 « 1.36xl0
,,g.rm2,so that the estimated frequency of twisting 

about this axis is 5.6 Hz. 

Owing to the relatively large mass and length of the 

pendulum, the second twisting mode has quite a low frequencv. 

Observations of the fiber pendulum-system in air indicate a fre- 

quency lower than the calculated value, about 3 Hz.  Crude 

estimates for the frequencies of the translational modes from 

ecuation (2.3)  are also in error. The frequency of the 

horizontal translation has been measured as H2  Hz in the completed 

instrument. The first twisting mode has never been observed. 
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Although in the vertical accelerometer one of the unwanted 

modes couples directly to the fundamental,6  this is not ihe 

case in the horizontal instrument. In first order, the unwanted 

modes are relatively innocuous in the horizontal instrument. 

However, non-linear processes  i the fiber can still cause coupling 

of energy when the unwanted modes are highly excited.  This is 

particularly true for the second twisting mode, due to its low 

frequency. For this reason, magnetic damping is used to control 

the excitation of the unwanted modes. 

The apparatus for damping the troublesome second twisting 

mode is shown in Figure 3.      Pendulum damping magnets B13 and 

Bm produce a magnetic field which passes perpendicularly through 

copper pendulum mass Bl?. Motion perpendicular to the field lines 

causes eddy currents which dissipate energy by ohmic heating in 

the mass, while motion along the field lines is unaffected in first 

order. Hence the twisting mode, but not the fundamental mode, is 

damped. The vertical translation mode is also damped.  In order to 

maximize eddy currents, the mass is made of copper. The magnets 

used, which have six pound pull, arc mounted in a cylindrical sleeve 

not shown in the figure. 

Preferential damping of the twisting mode depends critical- 

ly on the shape and thickness of the mass and the positions of the 

magnets.  Although the field of the magnets is primarily perpendicu- 

lar to the pole faces, fringe fields are appreciable. Use of a 

thin, flat mass in the region of the most linear field minimizes 

14 
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the effect of the fringe fields in damping the fundamental mode. 

Spacing of the magnets is determined by a compromise between the 

strength of the linear field at t'.e center and the volume of copper 

affected by fringing fields. Optimum damping is obtained when a 

flat mass o.l inch thick is used and the reparation between the 

pole faces and the surface of the mass is 0.05 in. 

Other magnetic damping assemblies similar to those used in 

the vertical accelerometer aid in the elimination of unwanted modes. 

Two magnets similar to B13 and B1U are mounted on either side of 

the position sensor so that their fields pass perpendicularly 

through detector plate 81.  These magnets, which are shown in 

Figure 2 ,  ^ have the same effect as the pendulum damping magnets: 

they damp the vertical translation and second twisting modes. 

With the two systems working together, the Q  of the twisting mode 

is reduced to less than 5. while the Q of the fundamental mode 

is 20. Auxiliary damping paddles B9 and BIO, together with sixteen 

8'.all magnets not shown, reduce excitation of the horizontal trans- 

lation mode and the first twisting mode. With this auxiliary 

damping assembly, the Q of the horizontal translation is about 30. 

20 
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3. The Position Senior 

The position sensor used to detect motion of the pen- 

dulum is identical to that in the vertical accelerometer.  It 

is described in detail elsewhere.7 The essential component is 

a three-element parallel plate capacitor whose center element 

is aluminum detector plate B1 in Figure 3.  The stainless steel 

outer plates of this capacitor are stationary, being separated 

by a stable quartz spacer.  They are shown in Figure 2. 

The outer plates of the sensing capacitor are driven 

out of phase at a frequency of 16kHz by precisely matched 

secondaries of a toroidal transformer. The resulting signal 

on the detector plate is proportional in amplitude to the 

displacement of the center plate from the null position. After 

preamplification, the center plate signal is synchronously 

detected with respect to the original drive signal.  The output 

of the phase sensitive detector is then a measure of the posi- 

tion of the detector plate. As a whole, the po.'ition sensor 

is quite linear if fringing fields in the capacitor are neglec- 

ted. 12Its sensitivity is high enough to permit detection of .05A displdco- 

ments over averaging times of the order of 1 sec.7 

Placement of the detector plate is dictated by the 

requirements of ease of design.  Although the gain of the sensing 

system is obviously greater if the sensor center plate is the 

pendulum mass itself, the sensitivity of the sensor ig sufficient 

to allow detection at the present position without serious loss of 
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gain. The advantage accruing from such a design is that the 

proven structure of the sensor, fiber, clamps and frame from 

the vertical accelerometer are employed without alteration. The 

gain loss is 

recovered simply by increasing the electronic amplification. The end 

clamps and tensioning mechanism for the fiber, the position sensor plates 

and their mounting and adjusting apparatus, and the supporting frames ere 

the same as in the vertical instrument. There is, however, no need for 

external adjustment of the sensor null position, as the horizontal instru- 

ment can be zeroed by tilting. Thus, the parallel motion springs upon 

which the outer sensor plate assembly ride.-^are locked under tension at the 

time of construction and no mechanical coupling is necessary. The assembled 

accelerometer is shown in Figure 5. 

Though it is possible to apply electrostatic feedback to the 

detector plate to close the accelerometer loop, all the preliminary 

data have been taken in the open loop configuration. Feedback opera- 

tion is accomplished in exactly the same way as in the vertical in- 

strument.7 Inverted and non-inverted outputs from the lock-in- 

amplifier are applied to the outer plates of the position sensor.  In 

conjunction with a small bias vo.'tage on the detector plate, these 

equal and opposite feedback voltages produce a linear electrostatic 

force on the center plate. A feedback network, consisting of an in- 

tegrator and compensator, tailors the gain and phase of the loop to 

make the system stable.  The integrator provides high loop gain for 
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FIGURE 

Photograph of assembled horizontal accelerometer. showing mating 

frames for fiber-pendulum assembly and outer transducer plates. 

Fiber tensioning plate of Figure   i  is facing camera. 

Insulated plink stoppers in center of outer transducer plates are 

visible inside mode damping magnets.  Quartz spacer supporting 

outer plates is attached to yoke which rides on parallel-motion 

springs (not visible) at right and left.  Since transducer zero i. 

adjustable by tilting, bolt in bracket under thurri, at left locks yoke 

in position under tension of springs.  Supports at top of upper 

frame attach to top of hard vacuum can.  At right is 

C. William Van Sice, who assembles instruments, md at left is Jay 

Dratler, Jr. Barry Block is taking picture. 
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stability at low frequencies, while the compensator reduces the 

resonance pMk of the pendulu^ In fedback ^^  ^ ^^ 

output is taken from the integrator. 

ion of The advantages of fedback operation are stabilizat i< 

response at low frequencies and reduction of actual pendulu. .otion 

which results in greater linearity. Because the fiber is torsion- 

ally unstressed, the open-loop linearity of the horizontal accelcro- 

meter is a priori  far greater than that of the open-loop vertical 

instrument. For investigations of teleseisms, long term stability 

of response is not important. so feedback is of little value. 
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4. Enviromnental Control 

Like its vertical counterpart,6 the horizontal instru- 

ment features precise internal control of the mechanical system's 

environment. Pressure is maintained by a system of sealed contain- 

ers, while temperature is regulated by a fedback temperature control- 

ler in conjunction witn elaborate thermal insulation. The pendulum 

assembly, fiber, transducer, and supporting frames are enclosed in 

a stainless steel hard vacuum can sealed with a gold 0-ring. Pres- 

-7 
sure in the can is 10  torr.  During evacuation, the can and its 

contents are baked at 400oC for 48 hours, so that complete ; ress 

relief of metal parts and a stable high vacuum art- assured. 

Several purposes are served by sealing the basic accelei - 

meter in a high vacuum environment.  First, isola- 

tion from external pressure fluctuations is obtained.  In the 

absence of such isolation, changes in buoyant forces on the pendulum 

and in the dielectric of the position sensor constitute sources of 

noise.  Second, the mean free path for molecules in the dilute gas is m^do 

larger than a typical dimension of the space inside the contain- 

er. Thus, convection and its attendant problems are precluded. 

Third, the low thermal conductity of the high vacuum provides 
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thermal isolation which aids in stabilizing the temperature of the 

fiber. 

With the exception of part of the temperature control 

system, the hard vacuum can and its contents constitute the deploy- 

able part of the accelerometer. The small diameter (8 inches) and 

light weight (20 lbs) of this unit make it suitable for deployment 

in bore holes to escape the effects of local surface tilting. Such 

tilting, which is the most formidable source of earth noise, has 

been observed to decrease with depth of deployment.19  For bore 

hole use, redesign of the temperature control system for compact- 

ness is necessary. No effort has yet been made to minimize either 

the size or weight of the accelerometer or the temperature control- 

ler. 

For deployment in vaults, where r.pace is plentiful, the 

environmental control is completed as follows. The hard vacuum 

cr»n is enclosed in a thick-walled aluminum soft vacuum can sealed 

with a standard rubber 0-ring. Evacuated to a pressure of 1 torr, 

this can provides additional pressure and temperature isolation. 

The temperature of the can is maintained precisely at 40oC by ohmic 

heating in a bifilar wire wound on its surface, the current in 

which is supplied by a remote power amplifier. A bifilar winding 

is used to eliminate inductive effects. Heater current is con- 

trolled by the error signal from a precision thermiftor bridge and 

high gain preamplifier. The thermistor is mounted directly on the 

heater winding with thermally conducting epoxy.  Phase compen.ation 
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and response-l-ailoriug feedback at the power amplifier insure that 

the thermistor bridge, preamplifier, power amplifier and heater 

form a stable closed looP7 For further thermal isolation, the soft 

vacuum can with its heater winding is surrounded by several inches 

of polystyrene balls in a thermal insulation can.  Long llghtweignt 

cables (RG/187/U coaxial cable and 30AWG ribbon cable), coiled in 

the thermal insulation, provide connections between the soft vacuum 

can and the cables leading out of the vault while maintaining a high 

resistence to heat flow. The soft vacuum can and thermal 

insulation can are mounted on a remotely controlled tilting 

Platform used to level and calibrate the instrument. Long legs .ade 

from thin-walled stainless steel tubing support the soft vacuum can 

without ruining the thermal isolation. The soft vacuum can. thermal 

insulation, temperature controller, and tilting platform are the 

same as in the vertical instrument .6'The only difference is that the 

soft vacuum can in the horizontal has longer legs and a snoot to 

house the protuberance on the hard vacuum can. 

5. Temperature Stabilization 

In the vertical accelerometer. precise temperature control 

is needed because the torsion in the fiber, which has a large tempera- 

ture coefficient, balances the entire force of gravity.  This diffi- 

culty does not occur in the horizontal instrument, where quiescent tor- 

^ion in the fiber is small  (See section 1). Theoretically, the 

horizontal accelPrometer has zero temperature coefficient.  In 

practice, however, a temperature dependence arises from errorr in 

setting the fiber at its torsionally unstressed position during 
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assembly. Due to such errors, there is some small torsion in the 

fiber when the instrument is level. Changes in this torsion with 

temperature produce spurious output. 

A worst-case analysis proceeds as follows. The maximum 

error in installing the fiber is 6 =0.1 radian of rotation. 

The tortion constant for the fiber in the vertical accelerometer 

is given in Section 1. Since the initial rotation of the fiber in 

the vertical is considerable, the torsion constant for small addi- 

tional rotations must be larger than the torsion constant of the 

nearly unstressed fiber in the horizontal. Thus, a reasonable 

upper bound for the torsion constant in the horizontal is 

7.5x103   dyne-cm /  ,N 

rad 

The corresponding upper limit for the quiescent fiber torsion in 

the levelled horizontal instrument is K, 6 ■ 7.5xl02 dyne-cm. 

Using the values of the mass m and effective torsional lever arm 

L of the pendulum assembly given in equations (1.4),  the equiva- 

lent horizontal-acceleration is estimated as 

a.  = Kh0e ■ l.Ucm/sec2 = 10-3g (4.2) 

■ 

The fiber positionAnp, error in the horizontal produces a maxi num 
_3 

effective acceleration of  10 g.  The lemperaturp coefficient 
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* IM lOTiM mm%am * m§ fMni flitr !•• 

•S'S * » «• ^ u.„ 

Mi MMtt« la • ta^if IM, t*—i |^«f to tkt i«rlM»t«2 

'.•t0mmi€t   o' 

UMt !»• f tor toralM la tkt ««rt ic«i «ec«l«r«Mt«r UIMCM tbt 

•fti*r« fore« of gr^ity, \m*m*vrm InduMd AOIM in tbo horlt^it«! 

1« 1000 tl«M toM flMn thot in iiw vortleol. 

Alttomh «h« horluwtol occoUitMotor is f«r |«M susctp- 

tlfcU to to^rotor« noc««*ii<m. thsn tho vorticol, fir j proeU« 

t-P«>««rt eoMrol U MiM for *eeiir*f goophyicol m**vr-*nt; 

U MTt toUMiMiir •ecoUr.iio« of I0-»«ftfor Inttone«. the 

flMr to^oroior« oust b« ttotU M tho «iliidogroo lovol.    Thl. 

tt^ortturt roguUtiofi U occoopüthod in two noys.    first, the 

Mohsnicsl systso is isoUtod froo onvir^r^ntal teoporotur« chsngos 

IT tho sjrstsa of psssive thomal Insulation consisting of the herd 

u* soft vsew« cans sod the polystyrene balls.    Second, the temper- 

ature of the control surface surroundin« the soft vacaum can is held 

fiaed by the fodback teaperature controller.    The vacuum cans provide 

themal filtering between the fiber and the control r.jrface, while 

the polystyrene balls isolate the control surface from the outside world. 
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!• MwMtriac «^ ttmmk  iMttUtiM, m «MUfy «IM 

■C lmtpm% filter« la •toetroalw It HMNI. « tyttM with « 

Urft hMt MpMlty U cwtAlA^ la * CM »l«h loa tlwraaJ eoa- 

AictlWty, t.a.. high taaraal raatttaaat. Taaparatur« fluetw«- 

itoaa la tha «ataraal aavlreaMat eraata a taa^aratur« dlffar- 

aaea bataaaa tha laalda and outtlda af tha can. Thla dlff.ratic« 

drlaaa a tharaal currant, nMwly a haat new, late tha lanar aya- 

tm,   Tha haat flaw la ralatad ta tha taaparatur» diffaranca 

hy     tha Intagratad tharnal raalttanca af tha cutar c«n, which 

la analageua te tha r^^lttanea in Oha1» law. A« tha thamal currant 

haats      th« inner systa«. It cause» a t«ftp«ratura 

rise proportDoel to Its integral over time and inversely propor- 

tional to the aystaw's heat capacity. This is analogous to the 

charging of a capacitor.     Taken as a who!-, the thernal 

system is like an RC lowpass filter. When a temperature step is 

generated outside the can, some lime elapaes before enough heat can 

flow through the can's resistance to "charge" the Inner 9y6tew to 

a higher temperature. The time rcqulrec' for 1/e of the external 

temperature step to appear at the Inner system is the thermal time 

constant. It increases directly as the thermal resistance of the 

container and thr> thermal capacitance of the inner system. As in 

the electronic lowpass filter, any sinusoidal fluctuation in 

external temperature whose period is appreciably 

shorter than the time constant is considerably attenuated at the 

inner system. 
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THU Mtloty totUMn   (h*nitl «nd »Uetronle filler*, hontw, 

b« e«rrl«4 toe for. Th« pw«Mi«n of tb« «loetroAic eiroilt 

«r» toMllMd In dUer«« CO^OMM«, «hll« th« thcrMl rMUiMc« 

and e«pMl*Me« ar» «iMd Md dUtrtbut«d ov»r •par«. Th» outer 

eontolntr, which oett «• tho thomal ronUtor, boo « folr Mount 

of hoot copoelty, ond tho thoratl eopocitor hos Si«« thomol 

rotistooeo. Both tho thonMl rotiatonc« ond copocit«ncc Mepond on 

tho d«t«ils of construction, MtarUlt, «nd part« placMwnt. Tor 

thU rtoocn. such thomal ayatooa aro quit« difficult to analyze 

oathaoatically. Tha ganaral idaa of a lowpass filter -ith a charac- 

tarlatlc tioa constant ia useful in estimating the effectiveness of 

thenal insulation. 

In the quartz fiber accelerometer, there are three stages 

of themal filtering. The high thoml resistance of the polystyrene 

balls, followed by the large heat capacity of the soft vacuum can, 

constitutes one stage of filtering. The next stage relies on the 

thermal resistance of the soft vacuum and the thermal capacity of 

the hard vaccum can. Finally, the thermal resistance of the hard 

vacuum, coupled with the thermal capacity of the mechanical system 

and its frame, provide the third stage of filtering. 

Reductions in the effective thermal resistances due to 

alternate paths of heat flow tm  quite important. The polystyrene 

insulation, for instance, is bypassed by a thermal path through 

the tilting platform and up the three legs which support the soft 

vacuum can. These legs are made of thin-walled stainless steel 

tubing to maximize the thermal resistance of this path.  Similarly, 
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I*« CM fi<* through th« Igp on which MM h^H v^cuu. can I. 

•u.p«»d^ ln.ldo tho Mft vcu«. can and thu. byp«. th. .oft 

v.cu«. it..if.   H« ^t. *mm th... up .nd th. top of th# 

«»ft vcuu. M l„cr.M. th. th#nMl ^.i.,^. of thl8 path  ^ 

h.rd v.Cu« 1. byp^ by th, short ltgg w.th which the _,.TT|1 

.y«t.m .nd lt. fr.». w susr«nd.d. Sine, th.se legs ar. not 

insul.t.dt the fin.i st^e of thenn.1 filtering is not as 

.ff.ctiv. as th. oth.rs. Another important thennal path is 

through the tilting platform, which is a large, thick pUtt of 

aluminum. To protect it from direct exposure to the thermal environ- 

ment. it is usually surrounded by polystyrene balls contained in 

a circular layer of foam rubber on the vault floor. 

Perhaps the most damaging alternate path of heat flow is 

through the electrical cables to the mechanical system and tempera- 

ture sensor. In order to maximize the effective thermal resistance 

of these cables, lengths of them are coiled inside the thermal 

insulation can. 
In 

addition, lightweight cables are used to connect the mechanical 

system to the external electronics. The coaxial cables are teflon- 

insulated RG.87/U  . while the other conductors are part of a 

30AWG ribbon cable.  After emerging from the thermal insulation 

can. these cables are connected to heavier standard cables (RG52/U 

and IIAWQ multiconductor). vhich connect the deployable unit to 

the electronics panel.  with the thermal insulation 

constructed as outlined      thm +. 
h t ' the time COnst^ for heat transfer 
between the outside world and the ffh  • 

and the fiber is several hours.  Thus 
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the thtrmal filtering diesticelly reduces the effects of externel 

tenperature fluctuations with periods of a fev minutes or less. 

Lower frequency variations are eliminated by the temperature controller. 

Figure  6 shows a flow chart of the fedback tempera- 

ture controller. The 

thermistor measures the temperature at a point on the control sur- 

face.  The temperature sensor and preamplifier compares the 

termistor resistance to that of a standard. When the two differ, 

it produces an error signal proportional to tl.e difference. This 

temperature error signal is sent to the fedback power amplifier, 

whose outpui. determines the current in the resistive heater 

wound around the control surface. The error signal changes the 

heater current to bring the control surface temperature back to 

the null point. Since the null point, which is determined by 

the resistance of the standard in the sensor, exceeds room 

temperature, there is always current in the heater winding. This 

mean current compensates for thermal leakage through the insula- 

tion.  Fluctuations in the heater current maintain the thermistor 

temperature fixed within 4 x 10~ 0C per 100 sec 

-8 
and 4 x 10 0C per day.7 
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FIGURE 5 

Flow chart of fedback temperature controller for accelerometer. 

Control surface is metallic cylinder surrounding mechanical 

instrument. It is thermally insulated from both fiber and 

external environment. 
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In practice, the active teinp«r«tur« controller and th« passlvt 

tl.armal insulation interact considerably. Not only does the in- 

sulation determine the mean heater current needed to maintain a 

given temperature, but it also affects the stability of the tempera- 

ture controller. For small fluctuations in the heater current, it 

controls    the loss of heat from the       surf.ce and thus 

limits the thermal lag between the heater and thermistor. 

Since this thermal lag is primarily responsible 

for difficulties in stabilizing the fedback controller, improvement 

in the thermal insulation is thus one of the expedients to be used 

in stabilizing recalcitrant control systems.  As in the case of the 

design of the insulation itself, calculations of the stabilizing effects 

are made prohibitively difficult by the fact that the parameters 

are distributed. Such improvements ar ; most quickly made by trial 

and error. 

The temperature controller can increase the need for thermal 

insulation by providing small thermal fluctuations of its own. 

As heating depends on the square of the current, the controller as a 

whole is a non-linear system.  It is subject to marginal instabilities. 

Usually, these are at rather high frequencies where the controller 

loop gain is low.  In the presence of strong environmental tempera- 

ture drift, however, the controller sometimes cycles at the 

higher teleseisrric frequencies.  To reduce the effect of these 

low-level thermal oscillations, the control surface is placed on 
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the outside of the soft VACUUM can» where it it better inaulated from 

the fiber. 

When the tenpereturt controller is working properly, it com- 

plements the thermal insulation by providing regulation for periods 

longer than the time constant of the .uermal filtering. The loop 

gain of the temperature controller is quite high below 10'" Ht and 

falls 20 db/dec above this frequency. 

The active device thus provides good regulation where the passive 

insulation io ineffective. Conversely, the insulation attenuates 

temperature fluctuations at higher frequencies, where the low loop 

gain reduces the effectiveness of the temperature controller. The 

frequency region of worst temperature regulation is in the neighbor- 

hood of 100 sec periods, where neither the active nor the passive 

system is optimally effective. 

The overall effectiveness of the temperature regulation 

is best measured by the quality of the accelerometcr output.  In 

the vertical accelerometer 
the seismic spectral region, data from /  indicate that the total 

instrumental noise level is below ground noise levels, which are 

of the order of 10" g.  Thus stabilization of the fiber temperature 

over teleseismic periods (20-50 sec) is good to a microdegree. 
vertical 

As for/tidal observations,   they agree with theory to better 

than 1%.  This implies fiber temperature control of the order 

of 10 0C over half-day periods.  The only exception to the generally 

high degree of stabiMty is in the neighborhood of 100 sec periods. 

Some unexplained noise has been observed in this region.  However, 

the origin of this noise is not known, since ground noise levels 

at these frequencies have not been accurately determined. 
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III OpMI-IOO(> «POT«I|«I, tl* niMMi of tkt IwrlMM«! 

iMtruMot It d*t*mlMd yrimtHy by Ut ^Mtel«« aiiMily.   Ttert 

It • «II 4»i«ralMd DC tain, Md tlw rnpoMi It ftet frwi DC t« 

th» Mlfhborhood of th* f*i«ir«l rnwuwct tnqmmtf.   To 4M>I%« UW 

tr«ra.r«r function of tho ptndyliw ««Mobly, eootldtr tlw poodvlw» 

■ubjtct to o poMlbly tin* teptodrat horltoot«! oecolorttloo o^. 

Th«r» «i* thrt« porttMot tor^u»«:    tho InortUI tor^y», tho grovl- 

tttlonol rcttorlnt torqu«, and th« donning torque,   tlaoo It U »Mil 
rottorlnt torqun, 

".oepv*. to tho groviutlcool / tho fllwr lor»loo Is nogloctod. 

Ut 6    b« MM «ngl« tho ptnduluM Mkos with tho Inotffwwntol vorti- 

cal, and assuoo   e«l.    Th» Inttnontntal and local frovltatlooal 

vortical aro assmod to eolncldo.    Tho InortUI forco acts at tho 

center of MSS, and hat otgnitud« ar.    Sine»  It» lover aro It n 
L ,   the torque it 

,L «   m^m*   -   «L^ ct.ll 

The restoring torque due to gravity it given In oquetion (l.l).    Tho 

damping torque is simply given by 

Td S -b0 (6.2) 
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pendulum assembly, and L^ Is calculated from part Mights and 

blueprint dimensions. The frM periods ar« Manured from cn«rt 

recordings of th« d«c«ylng fund«Mntal mod« oscillations. In Tabl« I, 

param«ter values for a typical vertical instrument and the prototype 

horizontal inatrumont ar« listed. The gain ratio (fi.7 ) is computed as 
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Th« DC op«n loop gains have been measured for both instruments. Their 

ratio is 0.13, which is 26% below the value calculated from crude 

msasursmsnts o.  the moments 

AMU is one important difference between the vertical and 

horizontal instruments which is not illuminated by response calcu- 

lations. Below the resonance frequency, the horizontal is a tilt- 

meter, while the vertical measures tilt only in second order.  In 

deriving the response 6.5     for the horizontal, it was assumed 

that the instrumental and local gravitational verticals were coin- 

cident. If this ll not true, there may be a non-zero component 

of the acceleration of gravity along the degree of freedom of the 

accelerometer.  Such a component of gravity along the instrumental 

horizontal depends on the sine o' the tilt angle, so there is a 

linear relationship between tilt and accelerometer output for 

small DC tilts.  The output of the horizontal accelerometer can thus 

be calibrated in terms of volts/g of acceleration or volts/radian of 

tilt. For small tilts, these units are equivalent, as the effects 

on the instrument of tilt and kinematic horizontal acceleration are 

physically indistinguishable.  As for the vertical instrument, the 

component of gravitational acceleration along its degree of freedom 

depends on the cosine of the tilt angle, so that it responds in 

second order to small tilts. The DC responses of the two instruments 

to tilt 

are used in calibration.7 Above their resonance frequencies, both 

instruments respond in first order to tilt because the passive 

elements (mass or pendulum) cannot respond with sufficient speed, 

so they remain virtually stationary while the outer sensor plates 

oscillate about them. 
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1'    Filtering and Recording of Data 

For geophysical purposes, the quartz fiber accelerometers 

have broadband response. In the open loop system, the region of 

high gain extends from DC to the resonance frequency. 

The open loop bandwidth is thus about 1 Hz.  Such band- 

width is sufficient for simultaneous investigations of earth tides, 

free oscillations of the earth, and long period teleseisms. Very 

often, however, it is not convenient to use the same 

data record to study all three phenomena. Tidal data appears cleaner, 

and is more easily analyzed, when earthquakes are removed from it. 

Study of teleseismic records is only hampered by apparent drift due 

to earth tides. „   .  „* J • 
Certain studies require higher gain 

than that available at the accelerometer output. For these reasons, 

the raw output of the accelerometer is modified by three active 

analog filters, which respond preferentially to tides, free osciiJa- 

tions, and teleseisms.  Because they modify the accelerometer- output 

before it is recorded, these devices are called pref.lters. 

Each of the three prefilters is an electronic circuit which uses 

one or more fedback operational amplifiers to set its response? Each 

has a full scale output of tlOV. The tidal profilter simply attenuates 

high frequency signals, while the normal mode and seismic prefilters 

both have gainful response at certain frequencies. 
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Th. tidal prefllter Is a double-pole lowpass Hlter. Its cut- 

off frequency can b. Mde 5.75 cph (slow) or 57.5 cph (fast) by Ma„s 

=f a switch. For tidal Investigations, the lower cutoff fluency 

la used. Since the hitheat tidal frequency of usuU mtencst is 

that of the tniutnal tide, or 0.125 cph. the siow cutoff fluency 

8lves the tidal pnefilten nearly unity gal. and .ero phase shift 

over the entire tidal band. 

In calibration and testing of the instrument, the response 

near DC is of major interest. The tidal prefilter is used during 

calibration to observe DC levels while avera8ing ^ fluctuat.ons 

due to microseismic ground noiSe.lOTo avoid long ^.^ ^^ 

the time constant is set to fast for such work. 

For studying the normal modes of free oscillation of the 

earth, a gainful bandpass filter is U^PH  t« W iixer is used,  its pas.sband is varinhlr 
having . Wr kn.. fPnuMley 8, , cph ^ ^ ^  ^ ^^^ 

of 30.60. U, or 1.0 cph. The gain in ,,,, „„,„.„< „ ^ ^ 

the 0C level. On the high side of the passhand. tl,e response fan, 

"Odh/dec. 0n '^ l0" °"*-  «« fn*  ^Odh/dec to 0.1 cph and is 
oonstant thereafter. A„ ^ amnuator ^ ^ ^ ^      ^ 

the attonua.io,, is zero. tt. gain a, DC is unity. 
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The normal mode prefalter is usually run 

with no input attenuation and the upper knee frequency set at 

30 cph.  This configuration provides s^rficiont gain and bandpass 

for studies of the lower frequency normal modes.  Increasing the 

upper knee frequency includes more of the normal mode band in the 

gainful region.  At the highest setting, long period seismic signals 

are included in the bandpass.  This setting allows all seismic 

signals with periods greater than 20 sec to be observed with nearly 

the same gain.  Unfortunately, large Rayleigh waves and ground noise 

tend to saturate the prefilter electronics when its bandwidth is 

this large.  This is the reason the input attenuator is provided. 

It allows a compromise between gain and bandwidth to be made.  The 

nature of this compromise depends on the size of events to be 

observed and the level of ground noise at the instrument site. 

The reason for the relative attenuation below 0.1 cph is the 

large amplitude of the tidal signals. Peak-to-peak tidal accelera- 

tions can be as high as 3xl0'7g, while normal modes and seismic 

waves typically produce accelerations of order 10 9g. Tidal signals 

at the lock-in amplifier output are thus near IV peak-to-peak.  If 

amplified significantly, these signals saturate the prefilter. 

Phase shifts due to the changing gain of the prefilter near tidal 

frequencies displace and distort the tidal signals. This precludes 

use of the normal mode prefilter output for tidal studies or tidal 

calibration. 
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The seismic prefilter is a peaked bandpass filter.  Its peak 

is fixed at 100 second periods, while its half power points are at 

60 and 200 second periods.  At high frequencies, its response falls 

as u)  , or lU0db/dec, while at low frequencies its response dies 

2 ... 
as u  , or MOdb/dec.  The peak gain is set by the input attenuator, 

which has six positions, and can be varied from 60 to 5830. Normally, 

the attenuator is set for a peak gain of 621. 

The high peak gain and the rather narrow bandwidth of the 

seismic prefilter are quite useful in observing long period 'ceLe- 

seisms.  They permit measurement of seismic signals as low as 10  g 

in amplitude. The shnrp rollofi of the response at high frequencies 

reduces interference dtt« to microscismic signalr,,10  while the 

rolloff at low frequencies eliminat«.-. the tides.  The seismic pre- 

filter is used primarily for detection of distant toleseisnic events. 

The accelerometers have flat responses to acceleration 

over the bandpasses of the prefliters.  Thus, the shape of the 

composite response at the output of each prefilter is determined 

by the response of the prefilter itself. The 

gain level is determined by the DC gain of the accelerometer.  The 

exact form of the rtsponr.e to arcoleration at each prefilter output 

is  calculated by multiplying the prefilter response function by the 

appropriate accelerometer response. The resultant total response 

functions are plotted along with the accelerometer response for 

the open loop system in Figure 7. 
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FIGURE 7 

Composite responses to acceleration of open loop instrument 

and three prefliters, with response at position sensor output 

shown for comparison.  All response magnitudes are plotted relative 

to open loop DC gain of accelerometer. 
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The output of each prefilter is rtcorded digitally on magnetic 

tape with a resolution of +16384 digitizer counts per +10 volts. 

In the cases of the normal mode and seismic prefilters, the outputs 

with +10V full scale, 

are used for digitizing. Although various sampling intervals 

are available, the typical interval is 1 sp-ond, so that the digi- 

tizer N'yquist frequency is 1/2 Hz. Part of the function of the 

prefilters is to provide plenty of attenuation above the Nyquist 

frequency to eliminate aliasing of energy in the digitizing process. 

As Figure 7  shows, the response of each prefilter at the 

Nyquist frequency is down at least 80db from its peak response.  Such 

attenuation is sufficient to eliminate aliasing for all practical 

purposes. 

It is impossible to overemphasize the importance of digital 

recording of data. Onre a digital tape recording is made, all the 

computational power of high speed electronic computers || readily 

available. Thi:; puts the mathematical tools of modern data analysis 

within easy reach.  In particular, digital filtering and fast- 

Fourier transformation allow quick and quantitative determination 

of the spectral content of various signals.  Cross correlation aids 

in establishing a relationship of cause and effect. And high- 

resolution computer plots provide a simple and accurate means of 

displaying results. 
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Unfortunately, many gaophyalclsts hava raall^ed too 1„. that 

tha difference between digital and analog reoords is not merely 

quantitative. The dynamic rangn of digital records is as high as 

the digitizer resolution, usually-lo".  Due to the width of the 

pen and the servo dead band, the dynamic range of a chart recorder 

is seldom much larger than 200. This lower resolution allows »uch 

of the information in smaU signals to be buried in the pen width. 

Once lost in a chart record, such information can never be recovered. 

In addition, the effort and expense involved in digitizing even 

large signals from analog records is often prohibitive. 

Chart records are valuable as diagnostic tools and catalogues 

of events, but digital records are indispensable for quantitative 

work.  Without direct digital records th» ^^  • ^      s «-ax records, the analysis presented here 

and elsewhere could not have been attempted. 
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8. Noise 

There are three sources of noise in quartz-fiber acc«lerometer 

systems: Brownian motion of the mass or pendulum, fluctuations of 

the fiber temperature, and spurious signals in the sensor and pre- 

filter electronics. Reduction in noise from the latter two sources 

is largely a function of the effort expended in perfecting the 

temperature controller and electronic systems.  For all accelerometers 

the Browian noise level represents an intrinsic limit to signal 

detection.  It depends on the construction and operating temperature 

of the mechanical accelerometer, but is otherwise invariable. 

In the quartz-fiber accelerometers, Brownian noise is pro- 

duced by collisions of gas molecules with the mass or pendulum, 

random motions of electrons in the damping plates through the 

fringe fields of the damping magnets, and fluctuations in the 

crystal structure of the mass or pendulum assembly. Because these 

random phenomena are uncorrelated in time, their effects can be 

expressed as an equivalent input acceleration with a flat spectrum. 

The constant power spectral density P (w) of the Brownian acceleration noise 

depends on the mechanical parameters of the accelerometer and the 

absolute temperature of the immediate environment. The formula is7 

PC«)  = -4^UKBT (8.D 
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Except for th« fMMtrlc«! f«etor L^Ar1 ,   forwjU |.i 

applies to «11 slKiUr «cc«l«roMt«ni. Th« Bro*nUn OOIM poM«r 

varies Inversely «a th« free period To • ?./».0. the Ment of 

Inertia I. end the quality factor. Q: Aa aho« by equatlot» 6.6, 

the DC gain of the accelero^ter dependa on the aquar« of the 

free period. Thus, a large free period p^ldea both high gain 

and low noise. For this reaaon. 

geophysical acceleromoters have traditionally been de- 

signed with masses that can only be described as gargantuan/ In 

the quartz fiber acceleromoters. the free period Is made suffi- 

ciently large by using a weak restoring device, and the mement 

of inertia is made rather small. Thus unwieldy size and weight 

are avoided. The Q of the accelerometer. which is still left as 

a free parameter, is made large enough to reduce Brownian noise 

to an acceptable level. I„ practice. the Q ., ^^ by ^ 

fields of the damping magnets and not by the residual pressure in 

the hard vacuum can. If operation in areas with low site noise is 

contempleted. the Q can be raised by increasing the damping Mgnet 

spacing and thus reducing all damping.  Otherwise, careful work 

is required to maximize the Q of the fundamental mode 

while minimizing the Q», of all the unwanted modes. Nor^aUy. Q's 
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TABLE 3 

Vertical Horizontal 
(VI.3) 

(Q3) (HI) 

P (sens)= 8.2xl0"11v2/cph  P (sens)= 2.3xl0'32v2/cph 

= 2.9xlO"7v2/Hz = 8.0xl0"9v /Hz 

Of course, these values apply only below the resonance peak in the 

open loop response, i.«., in the region of flat response. 

Since the p^-efilters have appreciable gain only in the 

region of flat response, the accelerometer's resonance peak and 

the filtering in the phase sensitive detector can be ignored for 

the purpose of calculating fluctuations at the pr«filter outputs. 

Each prefilter is considered subject to white noise at its input. 

The power spectral density at the output is obtained by multi- 

plying the input density by the square modulus of the prefilter 

response function.  The output spectrum thus assumes the shape 

of the squared filter response. By integrating the output spectral 

density over frequency, the mean square value of voltage fluctuations 

at the prefilter output is obtained.  The mean square and RMF 

fluctuations at the three prefilter outputs are given in Table H 

for both the vertical and horizontal acceleroneters. 
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In addition to Brownian noise at the input, there are 

several sources of spurious signals in the accelerometers. The 

most common of these is Nyquist noise in resistors. Also, time- 

varying magnetic fields in the environment can produce large and 

meaningless signals if ground loops are present. These arc the 

standard ills to which all electronic equipment is prey. Special 

evils occar in electronics designed for use at low frequencies. One 

of these is 1/f noise, which is common in DC amplifiers. At the extremely low 

frequencies involved in geophysical observations, temperature 

coefficients of components, particularly those of diode and tran- 

sistor junctions, are another source of noise. 

In the position sensor circuitry, the vicissitudes of low 

frequency work are avoided through the use of phase sensitive 

detection.  The preamplifier and leading stages of the lock-in- 

amplifier operate at  16 KHz , so that only Nyquist noise and 

ground loops are significant. Theoretically, Nyquist noise in the 

lOOMfl resistor   across the preamplifier input 

constitutes the essential limitation of the sensor electronics. 

According to the Nyquist formula, the power spectral density 
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of random voltage fluctuations in a resistor is 13. 

Pv ' V1 (8.2) 

where ^ = LSBxlcT23 joule/OK is Boltzmann's constant, T is the 

absolute temperature, and | is the resistance.  At the controller 

temperature of 313^, the noise power density produced by the 108 

ohm resistance   is about 

Pv    ■ 1.7xlO"12(volts)?/H2 (8.3) 

Although this noiso power is rather formidable by itself, it is 

considerably attenuated at 16 KHz. The reanon is that this resistor and the 

sensor capacitor act as an RC lowpass filter for the Nyquist noise. 

The effective capacitance to ground of this filter is that of 

the two halves of the sensor in parallel. The effective lowpass 

cutoff frequency 1^ Is calculated to be - »  m«lo2 Hz.7 

All the experimental information in the sensor signal is 

contained in a small bandwidth about the reference frequency cf 

16 KHz. Synchronous detection shifts this bandwidth nearly tc DC 

and Nyquist noise outside thir. bandwidth ii eHminated by the 

filtering in the lock-in-arr.pJifier.  Thus, the only Nyquir.t noise 

important at the output is that near 16 KH::. At this frequency, 

the lowpass filter u '   ill}-er hcjs an attenuation of 
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2 
1 '♦xlO -3 
——r— = l.UxlO  in amplitude. The noise power 
KT .   

at *m  preamplifier input at IBKH^ is reduced by the square of 

this factor. With the «♦ dh  noise figure of the preamplifier in 

the present circuit ^ake-» into account, the effective Nyqulst 

noise at the preamplifier input is 

P (in) ■ 8.7xl0'18 (volt)2/H7. (•••) 

throughout the experimental bandwidth. At the output of the 

phase sensitive detector, the corresponding noise powt" density 

in the region of flat response is 

P     v= C
2 P (in) = 8.7xl0"10(volt)2/Hz (••») 

v(sens)  L v 

Here C , the DC gain of the preamplifier and phase sensitive 

detector, is taken as lO1*, a typical value. Comparison of the 

above value with values in Table 3 shows that the noise level at 

the position sensor output due to Nyquist noise is at least an 

crder of magnitude below that due to Brownian motion. Thus, Nyquist 

noise presents no problems in practice. 

There are, however, other types of electronic noise in 

the sensor circuitry.  Noise originating in the mixer, or detector, 

of the phase sensitive detector can be appreciable. The level of 

this noise was reduced by lock-in amplifier modifications suggested 
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by the manufacturer.  In the prefilters, which operate at 

frequencies near DC, 1/f noise and fluctuations in temperature 

and supply voltage present problems. 

Measurement of electronic noise in all the instrument 

systems is accomplished quite simply. The drive signal to the 

outer plates of the sensor capacitor is removed and all the 

electronic circuits, including the temperature control system, are 

left in normal operating configuration. Then the various prefilter 

outputs are recorded as usual.  In this manner, noise from all 

electronic sources is observed, while Brownian noise and ground 

noise are eliminated. Root-mean-square values of the voltage 

fluctuations at the prefilter outputs with drive removed have 

been computed from the digitized data. They are as follows: 

Normal mode prefilter     Seismic prefilter with peak gain at 621 
(30 cph) 

V^CRMS) | 5 mv V^RMS) I 18 m (8.G) 

These- values, of course, are the same for both the vertical and 

horizontal accelerometers, as the electronic systems are the same. 

The criterion for optimization of the electronic systems is 

that output fluctuations due to electronic noise from all sources 

be smaller than those due to Brownian notion in the acccleromcter. 

If this is achieved, then further reduction in the electronic ncisc 

is superfluous.  Comparison of results 8.6   with Brownian noise 

estimates in Table 1+  shows that this condition is nearly achieved 

in the vertical instrument.  Fluctuations of the seismic prefilter 

output due to Brownian motion are more than twice as large as those 

due to electronic noise.  At the normal mode prefilter output, 
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fluctuations from the two sources are nearly equal.  In the horizontal 

instrument, which has a lower Brownian noise level, the optimum condi- 

tion is not attained. The amplitude of electronics noise is a factor 

of 3 too large at the seismic prefilter output, and nearly an order 

of magnitude too large at the modal prefilter output.  Horizontal 

ground noise, however, is so large that the electronics noise level 

has never been observed with drive applied. 
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9- Torsional Mode Data 

In the past, the torsional free oscillations of the earth 

generated by large earthquakes have been measured with  bcth 

horizontal accelerometers and strain meters.''Compared to the 

spheroidal modes, the torsional modes of the earth involve larger 

fractional shear energies. Because shear motion is more dissipa- 

tive than compression.2 the torsional modes have lower Q .  Spher- 

oidal fundamentals typically have Q's near 300, while the toroidal 

fundamentals have Q's of about 150.  In addition, due to local 

tilting of the ground, horizontal ground noise at the surface in 

the normal mode band is relatively high. 

Because of the higher horizontal noise level at surface 

sites and the generally lower Q values, torsional oscillations 

are observed at surface sites to decay into the noise more rapidly 

than spheroidal ones. Thus, observation of torsional modes 

requires large initial excitation if adequate spectral resolution 

for separation and identification of modal lines is to be obtained. 

Since its maiden run in early April, 1971, the horizontal 

accelerometer has been operating nearly continuously in the open 

loop configuration.  For most of this time, it was deployed at a 

surface site (vault depth 10 ft.) at the Elliott Field Station 

^3?.88°N, 117.low) about 13 miles northeast of San Diego, California. 

While the instrument was at this station, no particularly large e,er.ts 

occurred.  Such is the capriciousness of nature, however, that there 

were two major events during the few days required to transport the 
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instrument to Wallace, Idaho, for tests in the Star Mine to 

determine the depth dependence of earth noise. Thus, no observa- 

tions of strong excitation of torsional modes were obtained. 

i'o illustrate the quality of data avaiiaole trom 

the horizontal accelerometer, records of the normal mode prefliter 

output for two events of intermediate magnitude are shown in Figures 

8 and 9. Relevant parameters for these events are shown in Tahle ?i. 

TABLE 5 

PardmeLer Adak Earthquake    Chilean Earthquake 
(Figure 8) (Figure 9) 

Origin Time 06:08:27.3 GMT 2J:00:»40.9 GMT 

Origia Date May ?, 1971 June J7. 1971 

Epicenter 51.U0N, 177.20W 25.50S, 69.20W 

Location Adak Island P°gion Chile 

Source-received distance A        U6.80 73.8° 

Incidence Angle a 93.1° on 7» 

Magnitude H = 7.1 m = 6.3 

Depth ««3 Km 93 Km 

Except for the incidence angle a and sourco-roceiver distance A , 

which were calculated from the epicentral locations, the information 

is as reported in the National Oceanographir and Atmospheric Administ: . 

tion's Preliminary Determinations of Epicenters. The incidence angle 

a is the smallest angle between the great circle path from the 
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FIGURE H 

No™.! ^  prefUter data ^  ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ 

"er     at EUio.t Station for  *d.k oa.thqu.Ke of Hay , lm 

Venioai soaxo appUes only to M.na)., in 1-30 cph H—i of 

prcfilten.  star, ti« of reoord is 06:1?:3„ G„T „ay ,_ lw 

«oto b0dy ^ -«'- " ginning of -ocord and hig. noiS. 

level ,hroughoUt.  Low frequency „oir.e U probahiy doe to 

local ground tilt 
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FIGURE 9 

Normal mode prefilter data from open loop horizontal accelerom- 

eter    at Elliott Station for Chilean earthquake of June 17, 

197J. Vertical scale applies on]y to signals in 1-30 cph pass- 

band of prefilter. Start time of record is 21rl*M80 GMT June 17, 

1971. Note large body wave arrivals at beginning of record 

and passage of Love wave packets Gl and G2 . 
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•piconter to Elliott Station .nd the direction of mlmm »ensltlvfty 

of the horltonui Instrummt. Tor those events, the horlrontel eccel- 

erometer wes oriented Ni450E. 

The figures for both of the events show excltetlon of surface 

waves which lest for several hours. In neither record, however. is 

•ienificant energy observed to travel completely .round the eart!.. 

Since the incidence angle a is close to 90« for both .ven;s. the 

horisontal motion observed is du. to transversely poUrlzed Love waves, 

rather than longitudinally polarized Rayleigh waves 

Thus the observed disturbances are interpreted In terns of tors^onal 

free oscillations of the earth, rsther than sPheroidal oscillation... 

which are also seen on horizontal instruments.»5 

Figure 10   «hows a Fourier power spectr™, of JO hourr. of th^ 

«odal prefliter record for the Chilean earthquake. The running mean 

of the ambient spectrum is plotted for comparison. Below U cph. the 

»lgnal-to-noise ratio is close to unity. Above thin frequency, 

definite structure appears in the earthquake spectrum with up to a 

20 db slgnal-to-noise ratio. Certain lines In the spectrum are 

identified as fundamental torsional modes of free oscillation on the 

basis of theoretical eigenfrequency calcul-tion-..« Although 

collective motion of the earth m  a whole I. not really excited by 

this small earthquake, interpretation of the disturbance:; in terms 

of a superposition of modes is still possible. The relatively high 

frequency at which the spectrum emerges from the noise I. evidence 

of tho rapid decay of the motion. 
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FIGUKH 10 

Spectra of Chilean earthquake and of ambience from normal mode 

prefilter output for horizontal accelerometcr at Elliott Station, 

Earthquake spectrum is taken from 10 hour record of profiltcr 

output, of which section shown in Figu-  9    is initlaJ part.. 

Ambient spectrum is derived from record of prefilter output of 

equal length beg-,ning 06:2»+:59 GMT April 30, 1971, in which 

there was no vis ble earthquake. Trace shown is running mean 

of ambient spectrum over 1 cph interval.  Boxcar time windows 

are used for both spectra. Certain toroidal modn; of earth 

are tentatively identified from theoretical calculations of 

eigenfrequencies.  Eumpiness of running noan of ambient spectrum 

is due to high horizontal noise level. 
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10. Teleseismic Detection with both Horizontal and Vertical Accel- 

erometers 

As pointed out in section 9, horizontal accelerometers at 

suri'ace sites are subject to a rather high noise level due to short- 

range tilting of the ground.  Since the amplitude of horizontal dis- 

placement in Rayleigh waves is only about 2 to 3 times that, of verti- 

cal displacement, the signal-to-noise ratio for Rayleigh waves is 

higher for vertical accelerometers. Thus, for Rayleigh wave 

detection the vertical accelerometer is the preferred instrument. 

Nevertheless, the horizontal instrument is quite useful for seismic 

monitoring.  Due to their horizontal polarization, Love waves, 

which provide a valuable secondary source discriminant, are not 

observed with vertical instruments. In addition, due to the 

definite horizontal polarization in both Rayleigh and Love waves, 

the horizontal accelerometer is sensitive to the direction of wave 

arrival. Thus, two horizontal instruments can be used to estimate 

the direction of a source. 

In early April, 1971, the prototype horizontal quartz fiber 

accelerometer     was deployed at the Elliott Station along with a 

vertical accelerometer      The two instruments were placed side-by- 

side in the surface v<ault and both were run in the open-loop 

configuration.   For comparison wiih a laser strain meter at lie 

same site,1*  the horizontal was oriented N450E.  Outputs from both 

instruments were recorded digitally on magnetic taj.:o at a sampling 

interval of 1 second. 

Although data from all three prefilterr, were continuously 
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recorded for both instruments, only records from the seismic 

prefilters are of interest here. The acceleration response of 

the horizontal instrument at the seismic prefliter output is 

plotted relative to the DC open loop gain in Figure 7.  In the 

seismic band below the resonance frequencies of both instruments, 

the response of the vertical accelerometer at its seismic prefilter 

output has the same shape, but the gain level is different. 

The DC open loop gain of each instrument for this run has 

been carefully measured.  For the vertical accclrromctcr, it has 

boon deterninod by tilt calibration and by a fit of the theoretical 

earth tides to the tidal prefilter output. The result is 

G0(vert)   =   (6.25 ^ 0.06) x 106 volts/g (10.j; 

where g is the local acceleration of gravity.  Al this gain, 

peak-to-peak tidal acccleratioi,, o: about 3 *  lo"7g, amounts to one 

tenth of the full scale range of I lOv at the detector output. 

For the horizontal, the DC opon-loop gain has been determined by 

tilt calibration and checked against design calculations.  It is 

G0(hor)   =   (1.9b t 0.05)x 106 volts/g (10.2) 

Due to a difference in the attenuators at the two seismic prefilter 

outputs for this run, 0 dh for the horizontal seismic prefilter in 

Figure 7   £« },§) x 10 Vo]t. pcr g of accclcrut ,:on or per rdf,ian 
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of tilt. Kor all the other outputr. of the horizontdl, 0 db is 

1.95 x 10 volts/g as above. Thus, at its seismic prefilter output, 

the equivalent acceleration response of the horizontal is a factor 

of 2.? Ies3 than that for the vertical. 

Figure 11    shows the response of the vertical to ground 

displacement at the seismic prefilter output.  It is computed uöing 

the standard seismic approximation in which only kinematic accelera- 

tion is considered.  Since the horizontal instrument measuris both 

kinematic accei^ration and tilt, interpretation in terms of ground 

displacement is not possible for it. The response at its seismic 

prefilter output is best obtained from PigUN 7. 

The upper two traces of Figures 12 and 13 ar^ 

computer plots made from simultaneous recordings of the seismic 

prefilter output for both instruments.  Tracf (a) is the horizontal 

seismic prefilter output, and trace (b) the vertical.  The figurer. 

show the noise levels at various times of night, as woll as seven 

distant earthquakes.  These two examples are representative of a much 

larger body of data     , part of which has been reported elsewhere. b 

Careful inspection of these records shows that the noise 

from the horizontal instrument is concentrated at frequencies 

slightly below those of seismic interest.  In fact, most of thr- 

horij.ontal noise can be removed from the records by digital filter- 

ing. The lower two traces in Figures 12 and 13 show 

the result of the application of a highpass convolution filter to 

the data of the upper two traces. This highpass filter, whore 

response is shown in Figure 11,    has a -3 db break point at a 

Ti* 1 i 0 
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FIGURE 11 

Response to ground displacement at seismic prefiltcr output of 

open Joop vertical acceleromctcr (scale at Jcft), and response 

of digital highpass filter (scale at right). Seismic prefiltcr 

output for horizontal instrument is not readily interpreted in 

terms of ground displacement.  Small bump in highpass filter 

response is first sideband.  Highpass filter response is essen- 

tially unity at periods shorter than »45 seconds. 
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riGURL 12 

Computer plots of horizontal and vertical seismic pr«filter outputs 

for Event u of Table 6. Traces (a) and (b) are raw outputs 

of horizontal and vertical seismic prefilters, respectively. 

Traces (c) and (d) are the results of application of the digital 

filter of Figure 11 to traces (a)  and (b). 
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FIGURE 13 

Computer plots of horizontal and vertical sei^ic prefilter outputs 

for Event 5 of Table 6. Traces (a) through (d) are as in Figure 12. 
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period of U5 seconds and is down 20 db at 50 seconds. After 

digital filtering, the pcak-to-peak horizontaJ noise (trace (c)) 

is reduced by nearly an order of magnitude, yet the seismic signal 

is unaffected by the filtering.  The signal-to-noisc ratio for the 

vertical record is also improved by digital filtering, as shown in 

trace (d). 

The surface site at Elliott Station is subject to consi- 

derable acoustic and high frequency ground noise from a nearby air 

base and a highway.  However, noise in the seismic band is rela- 

tively low, at least for the vertical. The horizontal noise 

is much higher and varies with, weather and the time of day. 

If the output of the horizontal is interpreted in terms of accelera- 

tion, and if the difference in DC gain between the two instruments 

is taken into account, the vertical and horizontal noise levels 

can be compared. At night, the horizontal noise is a factor of 

6 to 15 greater in equivalent acceleration than the vertical. 

During midday, this factor is augmented by as much as another factor 

of three, especially during windy and variably cloudy days.  When 

the weather is calm and uniformly overcast, as on foggy days, the 

daytime horizontal noise is as low as it night. This variation in 

the horizontal noise level is due to the fact that the noise 

derives from short-range pressure and temperature fluctuations^.^ 

Noise originating in the instrument electronics has been 

measured by removing the reference signal as explained in section 

8.  The seismic prcfJlier output for either inrtrument with no 

reference makes a straight line on the scales of either of Figures 12 
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and 13* The effects of Brownian motion have been 

calculated for each instrument for this run in the manner of section 

8.  A the outputs of the seismic profilters, the voltage fluctua- 

tions due to Brownian noise have an amplitude of 38 mv for the 

vertical and 3.5 mv for the horizontal.«v As Figures 12 and 13 

show, this is at least an order of magnitude down from the noise 

observed. Coherence measurements with a second horizontal 

will be made to determine total instrumental noise levels.  At 

present, the prelir.inary noise measurements and calculations above, 

as well as the variation of the horizontal noise with environmental 

conditions, lead to the conclusion that the observed noise is 

predominantly real earth motion. 

Table 6   gives the identification and parameters of 

the events,       which occurred on April 1U and 

April 17, 1971.  The angle a in the table is the smallest angle 

between the great circle path connecting the epicenter to the 

station and the line of maximum senb'tivity of the horizontal. 

When this angle is near 90°, only transversely polarized Love 

waves are observed by the horizontal.  When it is close to zero, 

only Rayleigh waves, which are longitudinally polarized, arc seen. 

"For tht horizontal, this number is slightly different from that 
given in Table 4 because different prefilter attenuation was used 
for these observations. 
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The origin times, locations, epicenters, body wave magnitudes and 

depths of the events are as given in the L.A.S.A. or N.O.A.A. P.D.E. 

reports. The source-receiver distance A and the angle a,. are 

computed from the reported epicenters. 

Both the surface wave magnitudes M and M (30°) are calculated from 
s     s 

the vertical records in Figures 12 and 13, using the calibration 

implicit in Figure 11. The method is described in detail elsewhere .7»1'* 

The surface wave magnitude Ms(30
o) is the magnitude computed by 

setting the source-receiver distance arbitrarily to 30°.  It is 

useful in estimating the effectiveness of instrumentation for seismic 

monitoring of underground nuclear explosions. Detection capability 

of the present instrumentation is examined in detail elsewhere.5»7» 1* 

Figure 12 shows Event U, whose seismic waves arrived at an 

angle of 78° to the horizontal's «ds of maximum sensitifity. Strong 

Love waves are observed, so that the signal-to-noije ratio is 

appreciably larger in the horizontal records. Figure 13 shows 

Event 5, whose seismic waves arrived at an angle of 39° to 

the horizontal's axis of maximum sensitivity. No Love waves were 

observed for this event, and the signfil-to-noise ratio was 6 times 

larger on the vertical. There is an apparent decrease of the 

horizontal-to-vertical polarization ratio of the Rayleigh waves 

with increasing period in this record. 

Although the new wide-band horizontal accelerometer is 

noisy at this surface site, the noise is not in the frequency 

region of seismic interest.  It can be removed by digital filtering. 

The digitally filtered horizontal records then become a powerful 

adjunct to the vertical records for purposes of soicmic detection. 

Both the theoretical power of Love-wave:; as a source discriminant 

and an augmented signal-to-noisc ratio for events producing Love 

waves are now available.       84 
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